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Cup list runneth over
BY SARAH HART AND

ERIC HARBERSON
Editors-in-Chief
102 students were nominated
for Kenyon's prestigious Anderson Cup, as announced by the
College Monday. This is the highest number of nominees ever,
topping last year's record 80 plus
nominees by more than 15.
Six students declined their
nominations, dropping the number to 96. These nominees will be
cut 10 15 final candidates after a

student- and faculty-wide poll vote,
which began at noon today and
will close
midnight SaIUT?ay.
The 15 remaining nominees will
subsequently be voted on and the
winner will be announced on Honors Day.
The second round of voting
will use a ballot that includes, with
each candidate's name, a self-reported list of activities. According
to Associate Dean of Students
Cheryl Steele, it would not be feasible 10 list activities for all 96
nominees in the first round ofvot-

at

ing.
The high number of nominees is characteristic only of the
last five or six years, according to
Steele. In 1997 there were only 28
nominees, and before that, there
were typically no more than 15 or
20 per year.
Assistant Professor of Drama
Jon Tazewell won the Cup his
senior year in 1984. "There were
only about half a dozen nominees
then, as Irecall," he said.
sa ANDERSON, page two
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Campaign soars past
$100 million goal
BYADAMSAPP
Senior News Editor

Kenyon campaign officials
can breathe a lillie easier these
days: they've just raised 100
million dollars.
'Claiming Our Place;' the
fundraising
campaign
for
Kenyon was successful
in its
bid to raise the' money a full
fivc months early, but Development officials gave no word
that they will stop searching
for financial gifts to the col-

lege, instead they will continue
their search until the closing
of the campaign in June.
Despite how it sounds, the
campaign has not successfully
achieved all of its goals. As
Vice-President
of Development Kimberlee Klesner says,
there still some room for improvement.
"Even though over .$100
million has been raised, we
have not met some of our

, see CAMPAIGN, page rhree

Senate cancels meeting
BY T ARYN MYERS
News Assistant
Yesterday, Senate did not have
a meeting.
Although this fact might seem
hardly newsworthy, it is rclcvent in
thatlhere was a meeting scheduled
for yesterday afternoon. Despite the
fact that
, some important topics were
on the agenda to be discussed, including the TIPS proposal and the
Greek Council vote, not enough

Chrissj~ Cowan

The Buddhist Monks will hold their dosing ceremony tonighr in Olin Audirorisum. The monks have bee
on cam us Thisweek creatin their sand mandala. The mandala will be on dis [a for rhe ceremonies.

BY DANIEL CONNOllY
Senior Staff Reponer
Authorities have identified a
scattered set of human remains reCOvered from the property where
Kenyon student Emily Murray's
body was found in December.
Vinton County Prosecuting
Attorney Timothy Gleeson said a
forensic dentist had conclusively
determined that the teeth, part of a
skull, a leg bone and hand bones
scattered around the rural Vinton
County property were those of Greg
L Julious, a 2O-yearold Chillicothe
man who disappeared in May.
According to Columbus Dis-

patch articles, Julious was last seen
alive with Gregory McKnight, the
prime suspect in Murray's death.

On December9, Emily Murray
was found shot to death in
McKnight"s trailer, well over 100
miles away from Gambier. Julious'
bones were found soon thereafter.
Murray was last seen alive leaving
the Pirate's Cove restaurant early in
the morning of November 3.
Gleeson said his office has not
determined a motive in either murder. He said no one phoned in
response to a request for tips which
ran in the Collegian several-weeks,
ago. "We're kind of hopeful someonecansaywhatsortofrelationship

members of the Senate showed up
to make what was assumed to be
quorum, so those members present
voted unanimously to adjourn.
At the start of the meeting, the
members present were unsure exactly what quorum is forthe current
Senate. "It would be helpful to
know what quorum is, so we know
whether there is any point to this
meeting," said faculty representative Professor of Religious Studies
1((

SENATE, page rhra

Ex-employees allege tiger
foundation embezzlement
BY DANtEL CONNOllY
Senior Staff Reporter
Owners of Gambier's Siberian Tiger Foundation
spent
charitable donations on personal
items while promising donors that
. they would improve facilities,
former employees said this week.
The sources, who said they had
had access to the Foundation's
financial records, also said student volunteers paid thousands
of dollars for non-existent training sessions.
1111VIII

Barbara Como of Columbus and David
Yocum
of
Gambier-spoke with a Collegian
reporter in several separate interviews in the last week. Both
former employees were at times
angry and bitter about what they
said was large-scale fraud, and
both said they have spoken some
time ago with representatives of
the Ohio attorney general's office about the incidents.
A U.S. Department of Agri-

s« TIGERS, page fOur
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Tonight: Rain likely,lowsin mid
to low 305.
Friday: Cloudy, chance of rain
highs in mid 405.

Saturday: Snow showers, high in
low 305.
Sunday: Snow showers possible,
highs in the lower 305.
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Anderson: increased nominees a good thing?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
people take it as a joke," said
Both Steele and Tazewell _ Steele. "That they don't take
attribute
the recent
rise in the award seriously.
I worry
nominees 10 the convenience
people perceive it as a popular.
of email nominating.
Faculty
ity contest-and
some of that
and students used to have to go
is in there. You must know
in person 10 nominate someone
someone to nominate them ...
for the award; now all they have
I'd like to' think, in the actual
to do is respond to an.e-mait.
vote, people will vote for those
Nothing has changed in the
who are most qualified [to win
nature of the nominating itself.
the award)."
"Everybody
[all faculty and
The award was started in
students] was always able to
1935, by E. Malcolm Andernominate,"
said
Steele.
son, a graduate of the class of
"What's changed it is e-mail."
1914. In a memo written by
The sheer
numbers
of
Anderson about the Cup, it was
nominees has changed the perstipulated that the student body
ceptions of the Anderson Cup.
and the faculty were each to
"I worry about this," said
provide three nominees. If any
Steele. "That it minimizes the
names overlapped, that person
significance of the award. This
was automatically
awarded the
is the biggest college award
cup.
there is."
If two overlapped,
then a
Steele pointed
out both
committee of students and facpositive and negative issues
ully was formed
to decide
with the increasing
pool of
between the two. Similarly, if
nominees. "On the good side,
none overlapped,
a committee
students are doing more in the
was formed to decide the wincommunity. I think a lot of stuner from among the six.
dents contribute
to student
Three years ago Steele met
life-I
really do. There's more • with a committee
on student
information
out, there,
'so
life. The committee advised the
people can nominate more stuCollege to hold two elections,
dents:'
the first to limit the nominees
"There arc more student
to a more manageable
15 arid
leaders than there were (in the
the second to vote on the actual
1980sJ"
said
Tazewell.
winner. Further solutions were
"Kenyon has always fostered a discussed,
but no conclusion
lot of student
leadership.
was reached. Steele still quesThere's a long history of stutions,
"Should
there
be a
dent organizations-some
stay
committee that screens [nomiand some fade ... This is somenees]? On what criteria would
thing I've always found very
we allow or not allow someone
interesting about Kenyon. It alto be nominated?"
lows students to have a niche
These problems now seem
of their own. It also requires
more pressing with the sky rockstuden'tleadership.
To give the
eting pool of nominees. "This
award for the student who has
year I am really convinced we
clone the most for the college
need to do something,"
said ...
seems a very difficult thing to
Steele. "The College must look
determine, at least anymore."
at the process ... it's not that
On the more skeptical side
[the nominees) aren't deservis the fear that the number of
ing people, but we needto look
nominees lessens the seriousat how it's done."
r
ness of the award. "I worry
Currently there is no proTHF Vn lAG!

Rl-CORD

February 7 • 13,2001
Feb. 8, 9 p.m. - Theft of pizza
bag and pizza
from Papa
John"s. Bag was recovered.
Feb.'10, 10:20 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Hanna
Hall.'
Feb. 11, 12a.m. - Theftofmedication from room in Lewis Hall.
Feb. 12. 8:05 a.m. - Maintenance vehicle
damaged
at
Maintenance Building.
Feb. 12. 10:14 a.m. - Sign on
wall at McBride Residence with

Am

burn marks on it.
Feb. 12.4p.m. - Theft ofspeakers from west wing lounge at
Old Kenyon.
Feb. 12.1:20p.m.
- Drug paraphernalia found in student room
at Mather Residence.
Feb.B, 2:08 e.m. - Suspicious
non-student outside SAC attempting to talk to student.
Feb. 13. 1:22 p.m. - Drugs
found in student room at Lewis
Hall.
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Advertisers should contact Paul Shmid for current rates and further information
at (740) 427-5338 or 5339, or via e-mail at
collegian@kenyon.edu.AII
materials should be sent to: Advertising
Manager, Tite Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
sent to the Business/Advertising Manager.

cess for screening
the nominees.
"There
are
no
requirements,
no screening for
qualifications,"
.said Steele.
"Maybe this needs to be built
in, bUI I don't know how to
redefine [the award process]."
In 1967, four years after
the
Kenyon
Quiz
Team,
captained' by McIlvaine
Professor of English Perry Lentz
'64, won the Anderson Cup,
Senate convened and approved
unanimously
to restrict nominees to individual
students,
rather than campus clubs or
organizations.
It is difficult for the College to change the award due
to its historical
nature. "The
award is so vaguely defined,"
said Steele. "Maybe that's on
purpose.
It's not limited to
class, not limited to grade point
... there aren't any no's to it."
"It was a big honor and'
people valued that honor, I
think." Tazewell described
a
student tradition of drinking
champaign .out of the Anderson Cup--which
is roughly two
feet tall-with
the previous
year's recipient.
According
to Steel, the
qualifications
for the award are
"so relative. Is this award for
academics,
extra-curriculars,
athletics?
Look at the people
who've won-it
could be for
anything."
Tazewell echoed her questions, asking, "Do you give it
to someone in student government? A student journalist
or
strong in academics
or who.
started the latest club? It's
tough."
In fact, quite a variety of
people have won the cup, for a
variety of reasons. In 1976 Collegian cartoonist Jim Borgman
'76 won it. In 1936 and 1939
Richard C. Olin '39 won
the Cup. Current nominees had
quite a few ideas about what
constituted a deserved Anderson Cup winner.
An overall theme in the
nominees' responses centered
around "making this place a
little
better,"
as nominee
Anneka Lenssen '01 stated.
Others agreed. Said nominee Jeana Visel '01, "People
tend to vote for the people that
they see and know-people
who consistently
make others'
lives better in small ways'."
Community
service
was
also cited as important by many
of the current nominees. Nominee Scheroi Taylor '01 said,
"More than anything,
1 think
service to the community
is a
factor. Leadership is probably
next, but I personally
don't
consider that as much as community service."
Variety is also key. Nominees said those awarded the
Cup should not limit them:
selves to one area or aspect of
the College. "I am more likely
to vote for someone who has

been involved with many different spheres of Kenyon," said.
nominee
Julia
Hook
'01,
"rather than someone who only
did one major project."
But the importance of name
recognition, especially in an email era, leads many to hope
for an award that is less of a
popularity contest and more of
an act of rewarding those who
otherwise receive little recognition. Senior. Stephanie Sorge
reiterated this point: "I would
really love to see this award as
the unsung hero award rather
than the popularity
award it
often is."
At any rate, the overall sen.
timents of those nominated was
that the award should go to a
student whose contributions reflect and deserve the prestige
the Anderson Cup carries.
Last year's
recipient,
Kathleen Birck '00 was honored for her' invo lvement with
community
service. "Most of
her work was quiet,"
said
Steele., whereas the 1998 recipient, Melissa Kravetz '99,
"wa; more visibly out there:'
Said Tazewell, "The year
before I got [the awardJ it was
won by a friend of mine, Doug
Hueck. Doug is still a reporter
for one of the major Pittsburgh
papers. Doug started the Gambier Journal, ajournal that was
the alternative to the Collegian
... For that Doug won the
Anderson
Cup-that
was the
big thing he had done. He did
other things too-he
was on
the football team and was an
RA-butthat
was the big deal,

that was .what primarily won
him the award."
The
following
year
Tazewell
won the award for
what, he feels, were more allaround achievements.
"I think
I won it for more general
things," he said. "I was senior
class president, Iwas on a number of boards including
the
senior advisory board '" with
others on the board, I proposed
the idea of the student·alumni
association ... small things like
that and other involvements."
According 10 Steele, thOse
who have won it in the past are
"well-rounded,
po different.
One thing they have in common is that they are all visible
in their Involvements
... visibility has a lot to do with this.'
According
to Tazewell,
having a clear choice some
years and then larger pools of
qualified nominee's other years
makes it a difficult award to
give year after year.
Still, the most qualified
winner is difficult to choose,
some years more than others .
"Melissa [Kravetz] was a case
where it was very dear," said
Tazewell. "There was no question how much she loved the
college and how m.uch she did
for the college ... I think what
does seem to remain consistent
is that the student who wins
ought to be doing something
for the whole college ... these
are the [studentsJ who tend to
win . the award ... those who
make a.difference in the community,
in the life of the
college-like
Melissa did."
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please contact your local representative:
Heather Almer
Ohio Stale University International Programs
Room 113 Ag. Admin. Bldg.
2120 Fyiee Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1067
614·292-3008
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or better yet ...
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Campaign: goalreached with 5 months to spare
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

money at all for such a fund.
The current 'Claiming our
Place' campaign goals are not set
criteria, they are instead a guide
to what College administrators
and trustees feel Kenyon needs
. to remain competitive in the future.
Although
endowed
professorships, Sl'orer Music Hall
and the new Science Quadrangle
satisfy the current needs of the
College, trustees and administrators will look to examine the
future needs of the school after
the campaign ends at their formal
pectations, whereas the science
meeting set for September of next
project and the endowed scholyear. Certainly on the list of
arshipsprogramshave
not. This
'needs' will be sports and recreis not uncommon in capital earnational facilities, along with goals
paigns however, as in the last
campaign ending in 1989 under set for this campaign that were
not fully met, like endowed scholthe leadership of former presiarships.
dent Philip 1;-1: Jordan, Jr., when
Because of the sporadic naKenyon sought funding for the
ture of giving, there is no way to
maintenance of the then-new
Olin Library and received no track just how much more money

goals," said Klesner, "For example, we have not fully paid
for the science buildings and we
need more financing for endowed scholarships."
The deficiency in these areas is a result of donors' requests.
Many donors outline where exacrly they would like their
money to be spent. For example,
the Philander Chase Corporation and the endowment fund
have exceeded fund-raising ex-

YEARS AGO ...

the- College can raise between
now and the Campaign's
end
date of June 30, 200l..But as of
February 9, the tabulation was
over 100 million dollars.
An
anonymous donor put the total
over the top with the largest cash
donation of the campaign.
Exact details of the donation
concerning its purposes and its
source have not been disclosed.
According to the Office of Development the details will be
released prior to spring break
when President Rob Oden returns from his current business
tnp to the western United Srates,
where he is campaigning for financial support, recruiting and
meeting with foundation officials concerning future gifts to
the College.
To date, $13.5 million has
been given in deferred gifts,
$12.5 million in outstanding

pledges of support and just over
$74 million has been given to
Kenyon in cash .. Support for
Kenyon comes from a variety of
sources. Foundational
support
from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the Mellon
Foundation, for example, have
both given funding to the College to aid in meeting its outlined
goals. Also included is the group
of over 14,000 Kenyon alumni, a
small pool compared to many
other small liberal arts 'colleges.
"Although the consultants advised us that the College could
realistically expect to raise perhaps $75 million, they also said
that, because of the overwhelming
love and loyalty expressed by the
alumni they had met, they would
urge us to aim for the otherwise
unrealistic goal of $100 million."
said Oden in a Fortnightly article
Tuesday.

"Now that we have reached
thismileslone,lbeli~veouralumni
and friends have once again proved
that love and loyalty are more important than rational calculation,"
he said.
Expressing loyalty and love
issomethingthalthecurrentgroup
of39Collegetrusteeshaveproven
time and again. In this campaign,
they have given a full one-third of
the total amount. Totals reaching
just over 33 million dollars have
come from the trustees alone.
As Kenyon anticipates the
close of its campaign in its history, administrators,
college
officials, alumni and trustees are
anticipating the campaign-ending
gala scheduled for reunion weekend on May 25. According to the
invitation sent to alumni, parents,
donors and friends of-the college,
it will be "The greatest victory
celebration in Kenyon history!"

Senate: no quorom to meet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Miriam Dean-Otting.
In response, Vice President of
Academic AffairsAlysSpensley '01
flipped through her copy of the cainpus constitution. She found that it
states "A quorum shall consist of four
student members and four non-student voting members" (Article II,
Section 4, Letter c). However, as she
wasquicktopoint out, theoonstitution
has nOt been changed since the size of
the Senatewesenlargedfromteto 18
last yearby the addition of the Student

Council President and the Director of
Multicultur.i.l Affairs as members.
Therefore, the members decided to
assume that they would have to add
one more to each number to meet
quorum.
Over and above this, however,
was the concern that because Student
Council had not yet met to discus'>the
Greek Council issue, there would be
. no point in having the meeting. 'The
question is, quorum or no quorum, are
we going to be able to accomplish
anything?" asked Dean-Otting.

When Associate Dean of Students Cheryl Steele arrived, Senior
class representative Sarah Bumsted
told her, "Congratulations, you just
made quorum!"
However, a minute later,Student
Co-Chair Andrew Dinsmore '01 motioned a vote be taken on whether to
adjourn. When Steele expressed confusion as to the nature of the vole, she .
was told that there were not enough
members present to make quorum.
The members present aU agreed not to
have a meeting.

25 Years Ago, March 2, 1976 This cartoon, drawn by
.Anderson Cup winner Jim Borgman '76, as it appeared in
the Collegian.
10 Years Ago, February14,
1991 One week ago, at nearly 3 a.m.,
nine students simultaneously pulled fire alarms in dorms throughout
south and north campus. The act, which intended to mimic bomb raid
sirens in Baghdad and elsewhere in Iraq, was in protest of the
bombings by U.S. military forces as part of the Gulf War. The
involved students were caught and forced to write a letter of apology
to the campus, printed on the front page of the Collegian.
15 Years Ago, February 13, 1986 In response to a letter to the editor
by the Delta Tau Delta fraternity .apologizing for the mutilation of a
nearby farmer's cow as part of a prank, three Kenyon students wrote
in chastising both the Collegian-and the administration for the lack
of information about the "disembowelment" of the cow. Left only to
rumor and intimation, the student body had to face issues of studentcommunity interaction and irresponsible and destructive behavior by
Kenyon students. The three had concluded that the incident was the
latest of many incidents illustrating Kenyon student's lack of respect
for the surrounding community.
25 Yean Ago, February 15, 1976 In a Collegian special feature,
Hearl Counselor Dr. Rowland Shepard confirmed the psychological
basis of the Kenyon belief tbat February is the worst month on the
Hill. Describing winter depression (Seasonal Light Affective Disorder), Shepard suggested as a solution to remember that the moods
experienced during February are temporary and that an emotionally
positive and open altitude toward others could ease the commonlyfelt depression.
60 Years Ago, February 14, 1941 President Chalmers announced
that Robert Frost would be visiting Kenyon forseveral weeks later in
the semester. Frost, a prominent American poet, would not teach
regular classes. Rather, he would teach seminars on an informal basis
and otherwise act as an Artist-In-Residence during the weeks he
would be here. Though tbe exact dates were not yet sel for the poet's
visit, Chalmers expressed in his announcement the excitement of the
entire campus at the visit of the three-time Pulitzer Prize winner.
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Tigers: Donations spent on shopping sprees?
first contacted Ihe Siberian Tiger Founmels. He said he also answered the
"lf you have enjoyed your visit
"There wasn't a training prodation in late March, Comosaid. Later,
phone and had access to financial
and would like 10 make an addi- gram," said Sally Rodriguez of Mt.
representatives demanded extensive
records. Yocum said he stopped
tional contribution to our cause, it Vernon, who said she began volunfinancial records and subpoenaed
working in mid-October after an wouldbegreatlyappreciated,"Como
• "teering at the center in May 2000
David Cziraky to testify in August
argument with Cziraky over the quoted the letter as saying. "We
after hearing about the organization
Como said. Como said that the last
amount of time he was working.
need to begin construction immedifrom
a classmate at Ohio State. She
time she had made contact with the
Yocum and Como said that ately, because our baby tiger Imara
said
she
quit around September.
attorney general's'office (in late Septhere were never more than two has grown big enoJ!8h to join the
case.
"The
first day [Diana Cziraky],
tember or early October), she had the
paid employees at one time during
other cats very soon."
gave
me
a
paper
called 'The Codeof
Diana Cziraky, the direcimpression that the office was allow- , the lime they worked there.
The mailing t0695 formervisitor of the Foundation, declined
the
Cat
Trainer,'
told me to read it,
ing the USDA's investigation to go
Both said they have cooper- . tors brought in between $500 and
then
let
me
in
with the cats,"
comment when contacted at the
forward before it completed its own.
ated with the USDA's investigation
$1,000 in donations, none of which
Rodriguez
said.
Foundation Tuesday night. The
According to Boyer, the zoo is into violations of Ihe Animal Welwen! toward construction, Como
She said her assignment was to
Collegian could not reach
registered as a non-profit corporation
fare Act, and Yocum said he had said, but the construction never
prevent
the public from wandering
David Cziraky, her estranged
with the Ohio secretary of state, and
also contacted the lRS. "I've been occured.
around
during
the "close encounhusband.
the secretary of state's web site condoing my homework to get her shut
"From the very beginning, she ters,' in which up to 25 people at a
Como, whosaidsherecorded
firmed this, But in October, Collegian
down, because Iknow thecats would would point to a mauna of dirt and
time participated
some information before she left reporters had been told by the secrebe better off anywhere else," he say 'This is going to be their swimin order to avoid being blamed tary of state that the Siberian Tiger
. Rodriguez said she paid $2,000
said.
ming pool'," said a student trainer for the .training: one installment of
later for financial problems, said
Foundation was a corporation for
Both said the Foundation had who asked not to be named. This
the Foundation received about
$1,000 at first and two payments of
profit.
made increasingly largeamountsof
was in January 2lXX), the source
$500
later.
$119,000 in revenue between
Beyer said Ihe zoo had originally
money during the time they worked
said.
January 2000 ani! late August
One
of the payments was in
filed its articles of incorporation as a there. Diana Cziraky said workers
In July, Susan Fitzgerald of Julyor August, Rodriguezsaid. She
2000. She said she could account
non-profit in February 2000, but the were to 'collect at least $500 each
Hawaii donated $1 ,000 for fencing,
for just $75,000 in expenditures.
and Diana Cziraky had gone out
state had recognized the organization
day from credit card'nurnbers for Como said. ''The check went right
Included in this $75,000 were
shopping, Rodriguez said, and
as a corporation for profit. The zoo is "close encounters", checks, and
into the general account and the next Cziraky suggested that Rodriguez
personal expenditures on everyapparently not recognized as a tax
merchandise
sales, Como and
thing you know we're overdrawn,"
make the payment then.
thing from shopping sprees to exempt non-profit organization by the
Y~um said. "At least 85 percent of Como said.
Rodriguez said she withdrew
nights out at restaurants.
IRS, according to information avail.
the time, we hit [the goal] or exThe Foundation's web site,
$500
from an ATM, then went with
The Collegian's
reporter
able on the IRS web site.
ceeded it," Como said.
w.ww.sibertiger.com, still asks for Cziraky to the Victoria 'sSecretshop
spoke to Comoon the phone from
In August 2000, Diana Cziraky
Como said the Foundation took donations for construction.
in Columbus at city center where
Columbus but never saw the formed a limited liability company
in $5,870 in January, $15,591 in
AccOrding to news articles,
records.
Rodriguez worked. Rodriguez said
called Tiger Lady LLC, according to February, $20,191 in .March,
former volunteer Terry Ashton tes- Cziraky selected some clothing,
"My client has Informed me online slate records. Como said this $13,188 in April, $8,622 in May,
tified last week at the USDA hearing
which Rodriguez paid for using
that her husband (David Cziraky]
company was formed to keep David
$14,811 in June,\$17,251 in July,
that she paid $2500 but was never
Rodriguez's employee discount.
took money intended for the ti- Cziraky from winning the tigers in a and $23,993 in August, for a sum of
trained before assisting in "close
The
bill was about $400, Rodriguez
gers when he left this summer and divorce settlement and to allow Diana just- over $119,000. These figures
encounters."
She worked from
said,
and Cziraky reportedly told
moved in with his girlfriend," said Cziraky to keep revenues. Tiger Lady
incIude"everything,"shesaid: merMarch
to
June
2000,
according
to
Rodriguez
"not to tell (Barbara
Diana Cziraky's attorney; RichLLC was to "rent" facilities to the: chandise sales, "close encounters,"
the
reports,
one
of
which
stated
that
Como]."
ard Rogovin of Columbus, who
nonprofit Foundation, which would
and other fees:
Ashton had phoned the attorney
Barbara Como has been ablelo
said he had no first-hand knowlfunnel money back 10 Cziraky, Como
David Yocum said that in one
general's office in November.
confinn
this, sbe.has seen the reedge of the incident.
said.
day he taken in$17oofrom booking
In the middle of June, there ceipt from this purchase.
"I happen to knowthathehas
Como said the Czirakys had used
"close encounters" on the phone
were about 30 people en-a roster of
"Diana spends all her money
not paid a mortgage on the propthe Foundation's money for movies,
and said that the Foundation had
student trainees, and most of them on herself and neglects her cats,"
erty," Rogovin said, and said a visits to saJons, books, clothing, vitamade profited $100,000 between
had paid the $2500 fee, Como said.
Rodriguez said.
court had issued a restraining ormins and many other items, including
January and August.
deragainst David Cziraky. Knox an expensive chess set. Yocum said he
Basic operating expenses were
County Court records online
had seen Diana Cziraky spend $590
low, Como said, Meat for the cats
showed a request for a restraining
on leather goods in one day at the Ohio
costabout $900every 35 days, Como
order filed by Diana Cziraky
State Fair.
said. She said she had bought the
against David Cziraky on July 14,
Como said the Foundation often
meat in Pittsburgh on a regular ba2000.
.
dealt in cash, and Diana Cziraky took
sis. Another large expense was
The small backyard zoo had "a decent amount of money in cash
limited insuranceforthecats, which
just eight big cats in October2000,
that was untraceable."
Como said cost $500 per cat per
'according to a USDA report, but
Comosaid she had beenastudent
year. Como said that David Cziraky
tant to Deans Martindell and
BY ERIC HARllERSON
set itself apart by offering what it in the training program since October
had estimated the average monthly
Associate
Dean of Students
Editor-in-Chief
called "close encounters": the 1999 before she started working parttotal expenses of runningtbe FounCheryl Steele. This involves
chance to touch lions and tigers timeat the Foundation in mid-February
As you read this article,
co-directing
freshman oriendation at $4,700 a month.
for a fee which rose from $25 to 2000. She took phone c3.IIs, booked
Jill
Atkinson
is probably fin. Bills were not Paid, Como said.
tation and transfer student
$35 in September. According to
ishing up her first day as
appointments and worked in "close
orientation,
regulating
inteand people to whom the Czirakys
sources, the zoo had large numKenyon's
new Assistant
to rior Kenyon awards, such as
encounters".
owed money frequently phoned and
bers of visitors. Rogovin said
the Deans of Academic Ad.
In April, she went on the job fullthe Anderson Cup, the Guod
wrote leiters. Yocum said he had
vising.
12,000 people had visited the time. and after David Cziraky left explicit instructions to say Diana
award, the Ogden award, as
Foundation since it opened in toward the end of June, she became
Taking over part of the
well as the Crozier and HuCziraky was not there when attor1997.
position
Samantha
Hughes
responsibleforbOOkkeeping,shesaid.
manitarian
awards. She will
neys phoned inquiring about unpaid
left vacant when she became
Todd Boyer, a spokesman
Oneofherfirsttaskswastosortoutthe
do work for the Kenyon judidebts. He also said there were four
the new Dean of Residential
for the Ohio attorney general's
Foundation's finances in preparation
cial system and take over as
liens on the property; Como said she
office, said laws prohibit him from for setting up business with an ac- knew of five lawyers who had
Life, Atkinson said she'sjoin·
administrative
liason to the
saying whether an investigation
ing a community
that is
countant shesaid. Shesaid the Czirakys
Craft Center.
worked for the Czirakys for various
"almost like home."
into a charitable organization is simply placed receipts in an envelope
cases.
Martindell,
who' worked
taking place. "I can confirm for and made no distinction between per·
Atkinson, a graduate of
previously
with Atkinson in
"None of the money ever went
you that we have received-c-I be- sonal and Foundation expenditures.
the University
of Georgia,
to buildup of the facilities and none
Colorado,
where Atkinson
lieve it was a phone call or several
Eastern
Kentucky
University
Como said she quit on October
coes
from,
said
she has a broad
of it went to the animals except for
phonecalls--regardingthisorgaand
the
University
of
North23, just a few days after the ligercalled
thefeeding,"Comosaid,andYocum
range of experience,
includnization," he said,
.
ern Colorado, is a "good, solid
Imara bit EthanJ. Newman of Col umagreed.
ing. work
with
student
Comosaid shespokewithan
professional"
according
to
bus and a lien knocked down a Kenyon
Como referred to a letter sent
leadership
and recreation.
investigator
named Margaret
Dean
of
Academic
Advising
student, Jessica Lee '03.
on March 14, 2000 to recent visitors
Atkinson
wanted to expand
Blaha of the charitable law sec·
Jane MartindelI, who will "hit
David Yacum said he had worked
to the Foundation. She said the letter
her experience
to include
tion on several occasions, Boyer
the ground running," as she
at the foundation for two to two and a stated the Foundation wished to
work with academics and coconfirmed that Margaret Blaha
is iII thejnteresting
position
half months after spending some time
build a larger, all-weather indoor
ordination
of events
and
works for the attorney general's
of
beginning
her
new
job
mid·
asa Irainer there. He was paid $150 a area, expand the compound to 11
projects, which is part of the
semester.
office. Yocum said he did nol week; a wage he accepted because he times i~ current size, build a large
reason she took the job.
remember the name of the person enjoyed the job and his girlfriend had
Atkinson's
new job enswimming faei Iity, bui Ida gift shop,
Atkinson called Kenyon
he spoke 10.
tails many responsibilities,
a high salary, he said. Yocum said he and build a handicapped-accessible
"a good fit," and she plans to
including acting as an assisThe attorney general's office
was responsible for feeding the ani- restroom area.
stay, "as long as they let me."
CONTINUED FROM PAPE 1
culture hearing to investigate
a series of biles and other violations
at the Foundation
started in Columbus last week
and will continue next month,
but financial issues are only
involved tangentially
in thai

Atkinson brings
enthusiasm to job
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FEBRUARY

ATl(ENYON
Take a walk down puddle path.

.

Thurs 15th

• BFECCoMMuNmSFJUEi:BFECMF.MIlEllSEVENlNG
Brown Family Environmental Center, BO p.rn.
• WORSHIP: HARmURf PARISH EP!scaPAL HOLY O:>MMUNlON

Fri. 16th

....:...--,T:,::IIE=KENY=0:::,N:::.Cou.E=:::GIAN~=

Chirch of the Holy Spirit, 12:i 5 p.rn.

• WORSHIP: SHABBAT EVE SERVICESAT OSU

15 - 22

,vAROUNDOH10
Even with more gravel.you might want something new.

L lYE W

THE•

lRE

111::::---:-----.,.-------,---------Thurs. 15th
DISMISSED AND SERAPHlM,Alrosa VUla, 5055 Sinclair Rd, Columbus
THE REGANOMICS, Ludlow's Bar, 485 S. Front Sr, Columbus

Fri. 16th

Big Daddy's, 45 Vine Sr, Columbus
The Blarney Stone, 1127 Hill Rd, Pickerington
MFN OF LEISURE,Break~A-Way Lounge, 5157 Sinclair Rd, Columbus
PARADISE ISlAND,

Ohio State University, 4 p.m.
Van leaves booksumat 4 p.m.

REno

• BFEC CoMMUNIIY SFJUEi:WIN1l'R SKY
Brown Family Environmental Center, 8 p.m.
• DRAMA: THE U%4m OuwREN
Bolton Theatre, 8

• FD.M: YOUNG

MA JWNy, High Bock, 564 S High St, Columbus
Shorr North Tavern, 674 N High Se, Columbus
CHAPPEIJ.E, Funny Bone Comedy Club and Cafe,
145 Easton Town Center, Columbus (through Feb. 18)

CoNSPIRACY,
DAVE

p.m.

Rosaemc RJ.iAI'soDY. Ohio Theatre,
39 E Stare s, Columbus (F,b. 9 & 10)

FRANKENSTEIN

CLASSICAL SERIES

Higley Auditorium, 8 p.rn.

Juju BEES. Mulligans Sports Pub, 8743 Smokey Row Rd, Columbus
ONE'RIOTONE RANGER, Dick's Den. 2417 N High Sr, Columbus
CoNrROVERSY,
Big Daddy's, 45 Vine Sr, Columbus

• SfNIOR FANDANGO

GundCommons. 9 p.m.
• SPOIm: MEN's BASKEfBAll \IS, WABASH
TomsichArena, 3 p.m,

Sat. 17th

ROCKlTS,

..
Sat. 17th

RtCHARD T. 1!oAt.s, High Bock. 564 S High St, Columbus
SoUlFlNGER,

- • WORSHIP:CATHOliCMASS
Church of the Holy Spirit, 5:30 p.m.
• BSU TillNT SHow AND 1'ERFo1lMAN<l'
Gund Lounge, 7 p.rn.
• CoNCEIT: KENYoN CoNCERT BANDWMF.R CoNa:Rr

Rosse Hall, 8 p.rn.
• DRAMA: THE w"mOmnJllW
Bolton Theatre, 8 p.rn.
• FnM: Dtxx SouP
Higley Audiroriwn, 8p.m.
• "1..EcJuRE: AN ~
WITH "DANGEroUS" DANA ROSENBlAlT

Sun. 18th

.

Philo, 7 p.rn.

Thurs. 22nd

• FID<tEAsrOFEDEN
Higley Audiroriunt, 10 p,rn.
• CoMMoN H""" "SoaOLOGICAl.l'ERSPl'CnvEs

ON

GENDER VIt:JUNCE"
Olin Audiroriunt, 11:10 a.rn.

AURAL

F I)(ATION

In record stores February loth
!loY GE£lIlGF, The &entia!Miz
THE KIss Om, lIm:k Bottom
TON! 1'RJNcE, Midnight Pumpkin
SI'OON, Girls Can TdJ
VA, This IIave ",1UntL 3

K.<rE CwP8Eu. Wandmng Smzng.

THE QUEERS, Today

=

.. CLASSICAL

RTS

Shows and Exhibitions This Week
HUANG"(PlANO}
Febtuary 16 & 17, 8 p.m. Ohio Theatre,

SERIES HELEN

39 E State St. Columbus.

Southern Theatre,

• 1.ocruRF: BoBBY SEAlE
Rosse Hall, 7 p.m.
• FnM: JEWISHFUM SFJUEi
Olin Audiroriunt, 10:15 p.m.
• WORSHIP:HA1uluRrPAlllSH I'JoIsaJoo. HOlYCoMMuNtQN
Church of the Holy Spirit, 5 p.m.
• FnM: AMlS7ID
.

Wed. 21st

FA'
lNE

of

Shakespeare's "A Comedy of Errors" to the stage. Through February 18. 7:30 p.m.

Peirce lounge, 8 p.m.
Tues.2Oth

JOYRIDE,The Dub
RHINEsToNE QUAIITEf, Dick', Don, 2417 N High St, Columbus
Sroares, Shan North Tavern, 674 N High Sr, Columbus
JONZEl. Ludlow's Bar, 485 5 Front St. Columbus
FAT Doc. The Lazy Chameleon, 4028 Presidential Pkwy, Columbus

.. ANNE Of GREENGABLESThe Acting Company brings.a 19705 interpretation

Gund Commons, 3 p.rn.
• ~C.D.WRlGHf

Sports Pub, 8743 Smokey Row Rd, Columbus
Pub. 5736 Frantz Rd. Dublin

Mulligans

Sn.VFR Scot:rrnt, The BJu- lAw
DawN. W1>u a lip"" /()
P'9
OCR. Enemy '" the Gat.

21 E. Main Sf, Columbus.

• Irrna WOMEN February 16, 7:30 p.m.Columbus Museum of Art Audiwrium,
480 E Broad St, Columbus.

THE REEL WORLD
Movies Opening Tomorrow
• DOWN TO FARm (Chris Rock. Cbes Palminreri. Eugene Lavy. Frankie Faison,
Jennifer Coolidge) Lance Barton is a comedian who dies young after he is hit by a bw.
His wishes to return to earth place him in me body of a wealthy, white enttep~neur. As
Wellington. he must deal with all the complications of the man's life, including a plot by
his adulterous wife to have him killed. Rated PG·13.
• REcEss: ScHOOL'S Om (Andrew Lawrence, Ashley Johnson. Counl<md Mead. Jason
DaV!s, Ricky O'Shon Collin) T.J. Detweiler's former principal just miglu ruin his
summer vacation by using a laser beam to alter the weather and create permanent winter.
T.J. brings in all his friends and teachers to help save summer. Rated G.
• SWEET NOVEMBER (Keanu Reeves, Charlize Theron, Greg Germann, Lauren Graham •.
Jason Isaacs) A wotkoholic meets a woman whose habit is tEl take a new lover every
month. After spending a month with her, he discovers the reason she is afraid to settle
down. Ra~ed PG-13.
• POllOCK (Ed Harris, Marcia Gay Harden, Amy Madigan, Jennifer Connely) Based on
the biography of Jackson Pollock by Steven Saifeh and Gregory White Smith, this film
features a leader of the abstract: experssionist painting movement, his work, and his
marriage w another painter who is a serio~ alcoholic himself. Rated R.
• THE PRICE Of MILK (Danielle McCormack, Karl Urban, WiUa O'Neill, Rangi Motu
and Michael Lawrence.) A woman creates a series of conflicts in an attempt to bring the
spice back into her marriage, but when things don't go as planned, she ends up worn: than
when she started .. Rated PG-13.
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E-mail nominations
belittle Anderson Cup
In the next few days, Kenyonstudents and faculty will narrow the
field of candidates for the Anderson Cup to 15. Considering that the
preliminary round of nominations left us with 102 nominees, this will
be quite a feat.
In 1997, there were 28 nominees for the Anderson Cup. This year
has brought an almost 300 percent increase.
What could account for this explosion of nominations? Are
students these days so much more talented, involved, dedicated and
visible than-the students nominated in the 66 years since the first cup
was awarded?
We doubt that very much.
The difference is probably accounted for by the much greater
role e-mail plays in the nomination and voting procedures than in past
years. Now, nominating a student for the Anderson cup is merely a
mailer of logging onto e-mail, typing two words (first and last name)
and hitting Ctrl-Z. (Or for the 95 percent of the student body using
Webmail, clicking Send.)
In an era when computers and e-mail are meant to provide
convenience and ease, they serve only the dilute the importance of
Anderson Cup.
It's understandable that many Kenyon students feel the award
has become less about a serious commiument to Kenyon and more
about name recognition.
-It is impossible to establish criteria for deciding which students
may be nominated. No matter how carefully and judiciously such
criteria could be decided, they would always be arbitrary, especially
considering the unusually open and undefined nature of the award.
There is no way to be fair in choosing the winnerofthe Anderson Cup
while monitoring the "quality" of those nominated.
Therefore, there should be a monitoring of the way in which a
person submits a nomination. Instead of judging the quality of a
nominee before heor she has even been considered, let the method by
which students are nominated monitor quality automatically.
If those who wish to nominate a student for the Anderson Cup
were required to submit their nomination in writing to the SAC, it is
more likely that only those who deeply fell their nominee was
deserving would go to the trouble to submit the nomination i;;t"hefirst
place. At any rate, the number of nominees would probably
decrease-and,
if it didn't, we, would have the satisfaction of
knowing that someone took the trouble to nominate each student.
This is the only fair way to regulate the numbers of students
nominated and, in doing so, regain the honor and prestige the
Anderson Cup once held.
Rrt\(.lIE\(, IIl~C()[II(,J.\:\
Office: Chase Tower al the lop of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Coilegisln, sncem AdiviliesCenter, Gambier. OH 43022
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-mail address.: collegian@kenyon.edu
www address. http://Www2.kenyon.edu/orgs!collegian
Phone numbers; (740) 427-5338,5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
10 the campus and the world attarge. Theopi!lionsexpres.sed
on this page belong only
10 the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. All members of tile community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the ngftno ed it all leiters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous Jeners. Letters must be signed by individuals, 001 organizations, and
must be200words or less. Letters must alsobe recetved notaterthan lhe Tue5day prior
10 publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each-week
subject to space, inlerest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.

Phil Hands

'Fad of multiculturalism' solves nothing
BY NORA JENKINS
Opinions

Page Coordinator

Walking into the library this
week, one cannot help but notice
that something unusual is going on.
Tibetan Buddhist monks, clad in red
robes, are cbnstructlng a sand
mandala in the atrium. They have
traveled from across the world to
allow Kenyon students to gain insight into a unique culture that is
very different from our own. And
the prevailing response from the student body is: "Wow. Look at the
cool stuff they're selling."
This is not to say that there
aren't students who are genuinely
interested in learning about TIbetan
culture, or that there's anything
wrong with purchasing things from
the monks to help them support their
monastery. The issue here is the fact
that the overwhelming majority of
Kenyon students, while they may be
intrigued by the superficial aspects
of what the monks are doing--their
exotic appearance, the beautiful
mandala they are creating-s-have no
knowledge of what Tibetan culture
is actually like, nor do they have any
interest in being educated on this
matter.
This situation is an' example of
a larger problem that exists in
American society today. Wealthy,
white Americans who have spent
their entire lives associating mainly
with other wealthy white people
become fascinated with the superficial trappings of another culture.
This phenomenon has undergone
numerous lncamationsover the past
few decades; Americans have fallen
in love with African fabrics, Native
American spirituality and Asian religious traditions. Suburban businessmen who have never spent a
day away from their e-mail and cell
phones are practicing Buddhisl/ritU+
als and decorating their offices with
statues of Central American gods.
Some might argue that this is a
good thing-after all, isn't increased
awarenessof other cultures a desirable side effect of living in a global
society? In theory, yes. In practice,

however, this "cultural awareness,"
which begins as an interest in the
superficial aspects of an exotic culture, rarely ever gets any deeper.
Americans are obsessed with materialism and instant gratification, and
this affects the way we view other
cultures. We want immediate enlightenment, so we tum to Buddhism. Living in a society where
conformity is inevitable, we try to
buy uniqueness by filling our houses
with exotic art.
But for the vast majority of
Americans, their interest in other
cultures never really moves beyond
this stage. You can buy necklaces
bearing Yin-Yang or Om symbols
in any mall in America, but few
people actually know what they
stand for. We don't really understand other culture; nor do we want

to.
This problem is especially
prevalent at Kenyon. We live and
work in a bubble, isolated from the
rest of the planet on our little island
of privilege. On a day to day basis,
we interact almost exclusively with
people who are, from a cultural and
socioeconomic perspective, exactly
like ourselves. Nevertheless, like
the rest of America, we think diversity is neat-in theory, at least.
Kenyon students are not xeoophobic; 00 the contrary, certain foreign cultures have been embraced
by our campus. Tibet is the most
current example, but it is by no
means the only one. We enthusiastically buy Buddhist prayer beads,
put "Free Tibet!" bumper stickers
on our SUVs, and raise money to
bring monks to Gambier.
None of this is intrinsically bad.
After all, in the process of embracing the fad of libet, we must be
learning something, right? .
Maybe some of us are. But
maybe not.
In the past week, I have heard
many Kenyon students discussing
the visiting monks. Consensus says;·
Tibet is cool. Chinese oppression is
bad.
But upon further questioning,
very few of these people have any

idea of what the political situation
in libel is actually like. After all the
time, money and effort thai has been
spent in an attempt to educate the
Kenyoncommunity, moSt students
still don'tknow.the first thingaboul
the reality of tbe problems facing
TIbet.
I come from a city with a large
population of Tibetan immigrants,
so their culture and issues have been
a part of my education ever since a
girl in my first grade class raised her
hand and asked why all of the TIbetan students in our class were
named Tenzin. In a conversation
with a friend from high school, I
became aware of the ultimate irony
of the situation at Kenyon: if we
really care about TIbet, the time and
money we spend in' our futile attempt to enlighten our fellow students would be much better spent
actually hettfing Tibetan people.
The money we spend bringing
speakers
and
sponsoring
"multicultural events" may seem
negligible to us, but it could make a
real difference if we donated it to a
TIBetan monastery or a charitable
organization. And the time we spend
organizing these things could have
a much bigger impact if we spent it
reading about political issues and
writing letters instead.
We may not be able to directly
observe the effect when we donate
money to a charity, while sponsoring an educational lecture is more
immediately observable. In the end,
however, it is the fonneroption that
reaJly creates an impact.And while
there is nothing wrong with embracing the exotic trappings of another
culture, educating ourselves about
the reality of that culture has a much
greater effect.
Wearing Buddhist prayer beads
or putting a bumper sticker on your
car is great-but only if you take
the time to learn what these things
really mean. And trying to educate
Kenyon about political atrocities is
fantaslic-but
only if you realize
that, in the end, donating money is
the main thing that will make a difference.
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Injured wrist serves as'
Christian Community clarifies extent wake-up call for senior
of activities and presence at Kenyon McDevitt b:eaks wrist, learns the
Lr

I IlW., III

nu ED!I\)R

I commend the Collegian on
including an article about religious groups on campus in its
last issue. Kenyon is fortunate
to have such religious diversity.
Unfortunately, I believe that the
article neglected to explain the
Kenyon Christian Community
and its many activities.
The Kenyon Christian Community is one of the largest
student organizations on campus. The group is an overarching
organization
for Christian
groups. Without the benefit ofa
central administrative or spirttualleader, a council ofstudents
runs
the
Community.The
organization's
goal is to unite
Christians through programming

and to provide administrative
support for its affiliated student
groups. The 10 current groups
that belong to the Community
include freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior class Bible studies, Acts 29 (an intensive Bible
study group), Newman Catholic
Community, Big Group (a contemporary' Christian
worship
experience), liturgical dance, the
Kenyon College Gospel Choir
and the-Comersrones.
The Community has a very
active presence on campus. This
semester in addition to bringing
Brad Yoder, a singer/songwriter,
the Community is also sending
20 students to Honduras 10 build
an AIDS orphanage, and is plan-

ning a 30 hour famine event 10
help fight hunger throughout the
world.
The Kenyon Christian Community includes students from
several different Christian backgrounds and traditions. Liberals,
Catholics,
seekers
and
evangelicals are all welcome. It
is the hope of the Community
that ALL interested students will
be comfortable participating in
its various activities.
Want to get involved? Email
Christiancommunity@kenyon.edu.

body alive, but the others are required for keeping the soul alive.
Senior Staff Columnist
So in the midst of going to
I have always been an inde- extremes to prove we don't need
pendent person. My mother will people, to prove we have learned
capable
attest to this. And now, that more to be self-sufficient,
independence than I have ever people, we have come to realize
how much of an act it all really
known is on the horizon, Iironically find myself as dependent as is. I have many great memories
of Kenyon. Time with friends,
I have been since, oh, potty-trainrunning down country roads,
ing ended.
•
1fell on the ice last week and random all-nighters for non-acasprained my wrist. Meaning I demic purposes, all-nighters for
academic purposes with all of
-Nathan Hara'03 have, essentially, one functioning
your roommates ... it's a long
arm
right
now.
Church and Transportation
list. Very few of them, however,
And
no,
you
don't
want
to
officer of the Kenyon Chrisare memories of things I did all
know
how
long
it
took
me
to
type
tlan Community
alone.
this column. I promise.
I am suddenly aware that
My roommates and friends
perhaps I sound a bit like Bar'think it's sort of funny that I can't
zip my own jacket and that Idrop bara Streisand singing "people
things a lot or that Ican't cut my who need people." Forgive me.
own bagel for breakfast. Ican un- Ican imagine nothing worse.
For a long time tbis year I
derstand that. It's pretty funny.
was
under the illusion tbat the
is that students, only interested in Except when it's so FrustratiegI
work
would soon slow down and
apartment positions, will not ac- want to scream.
Iwould
come to a point where I
cept positions in the residence
But I have thought a lot
could
enjoy
my friends until
halls if they are offered due to the about dependence lately. That's
graduation
rolled
around. It has
what's been so hard for me. Havdifference in responsibility.
recently
come
to
my attention
3) Is it fair that the stipend
ing to depend 00 other people for
that
the
work
will
not
slow down
the most baste of needs was
is the same for apartment CAs
unlil
approximately,
say, the
funny at first and has now moved
versus residence hall CAs, given
morning
of
graduation.
And so I
into being really annoying.
that the responsibilities now difhave
Iwo
choices-to
do
all of
In general we all pride ourfer in intensity? On a similar note.
my
work!
on
lime,
and
miss
selves on being independent. We
is it fair that responsibilities have
some
of
the
last
weeks
with
some
increased when the stipend has strive for it, long for it. I'm pretty
of my dearest friends. Or I can
sure many of us counted down
not?
do an acceptable amount of work
There is no reason why the the days to moving 10 collegeapplication surge the program saw and being on our own. But I have and make even more memories
discovered
something
sort of of this time that is rapidly comlast year had to be an "anomaly"
neat in the middle of all my ing to a close.
[as
AreaCoordinator
for
You don't have to be a
neediness: it brings you closer to
Upperclass Students Doug Bauzin
rocket scientist to figure out
stated in the Feb. 8 Collegian]. people. '
Ihave talked with many a se- _which option I have chosen.
Obviously, there was a great deal
We are capable people. We
nior who fears, more than unemof student interest in participation
given the old responsibilities of ployment or failing camps or will, Iam confident, do great and
anything else, being alone next worthwhile things one day. We
the program. The applicant pool
have what it takes to succeed in
could easily have continued to year. away from all these people
the
world off the Hill. But Iurge
we've
lived
with
for
the
past
four
swell, especially given the inyears. Even though we have been you to not get lost in those
creased enrollment at the college.
thoughts, to not be looking so far
known to complain about small
However, these policy changes
into the future and all it holds
rooms,
no
privacy,
etc.
etc.
etc.,
have clearly made the position less
that
the present goes flying right
we
are
panicked
at
the
thought
desirable, and we feel that these
past
you.
of
living-solitary
lives
next
year.
are questions that should be adI've
been pretty successful
When
it
comes
down
to
it,
dressed if the problem is going to
with
that
lately. But I have a
some
of
our
very
basic
needs
are
be solved.
sneaking
suspicion
it's because
to be around people, to be loved
my
roommates
have
to tie my
-Stephanie
Goes '01 and to feel needed. Food, water
shoes.
Anne Monissy 101 and air are nice for keeping the

Questions still left unanswered

RNCA article should have addressed several other issues
In reading last week's article
regarding RA and CA applications
being down by 26.9 percent, there
were a few questions that the article did not answer that we feel
are central to the issue:
1) How did the decrease in
applications divide between the
RA position and the CA position?
It would be interesseg to know if

the decrease in applications more
greatly affected the CA position or
{he RA position, as the RA position has not changed significantly
since last year, whereas the. CA
position1tas.
2) How did the changes to
the CA position affect last year's
acceptance rates as compared to
previous years? The concern here

Faith in Kenyon restored
by The Vagina Monologues
Two weeks ago, when Iread
the article about harassment at
SUDOCO, I was ashamed of being
a Kenyon student. This Tuesday,
as I watched people flood into
Rosse Hall for the production of
The Vagina Monologues~ I felt
proud to be a Kenyon student.
Tonight we were given many reasons to be proud of our community. Rather than being characterized by a few selfish individuals,
tonight's performance
showed
how Kenyon truly is a community; a community that can be a
positive force for good.
I was raised in a fairly liberated household. My dad did most
of the housework. But Istill find

it difficult to be a woman in this
society, and on this campus. Tonight however. I had the opportunity to join the Kenyon community in celebrating women as
we listened to stories about who
we are. Listening
to Jane
Martindef l proclaim,
"Who
needs a handgun wben you have
a semi-automatic?" gave me and,
judging by the laughter, those
around me a moment of uninhibited joy. That night I was proud
to be a Kenyon student, proud to
be part of a community that can
celebrate women and support
women, both on and off the bill.

-Elizabeth McClelland'OI

value of being dependent on others
BY JENNY MCDEYlJT
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BY MELISSA DUKE
Senior Stafl'Wrlrer

Residents Harji Kherane, right, and Manju Kherane, left, work to rebuild
[heir house in western India whi~ occured on January 26. The estimated
death is approximated ar 30,000 and more [han I million are left
homeless.

"People mistake [ISAK] as
meetings where it received consomething only international stusiderable support.
dents can be a part of and not
"I got a lot of encourageAmerican students, but that's rement from the faculty and
ally not true," said Jha. "It is Open
administration
... and I got
to everyone. Basically it makes
emails saying that [students]
people aware of different cultures
thought it was a good idea and
and different ways of living and
how much they appreciated it,"
ideas."
Jha said.
ISAK organizes dinners. ev.,
ISAK placed boxes around
campus where members of the ery semester and occasionally
runs a series of talks, held at CroKenyon community could leave
zier, where international students
donations.
discuss their particular country
ISAK collected approxiand culture.
. mately $450 in· donations.
"I was requested to talk about
While this.may seem like only
Indian arranged marriages," Jha
a proverbial drop in the bucket,
said with a laugh.
every little bit helps.
ISAK also organized
the
"Even if we don't collect
Diwali or festival of lights with
that much in American dollars,
the exchange rate to India' is so the assistance of other organizations including
ASIA. The
high ... we still collect a subfestival held in October featured
stantial
amount
in Indian
the music of Indian band Alms
currency," Jha said.
fat Shanti.
Jha will contact American
There are approximat.ely130
officials at the State Departstudents on the ISAKdistribution
ment who will help hersidestep
list, with regular, active particibureaucratic red tape and wire
pants only numbering around 12
the donations 10 the Indian Red
to 15.
Cross.
They meet every Sunday at 6
ISAK is an organization of
p.m. in Upper Dempsey. Jha and
students who wish to further
John West "03 are the co-presicross-cultural
understanding
dents .
among the Kenyon community.

•

BY KATIE TULLY
Sraf[Wrirer

This Sunday "Dangerous".
Dana Rosenblatt will come to
Kenyon 10deliver a motivational
presentation on how to overcome
obstacles through maximizing
determination at 3 p.m. in Gund
Commons.
Rosenblatt is a professional
boxer who has claimed three
world titles, the most recent of
which is Super Middleweight
Championship
of the International Boxing Organization.
To those familiar with boxing, his statistics are impressive:
36 wins; one loss and 23 knockouts.
Rosenblatt is also an international kick-boxing champion
as well as a black belt in Karate
and a brown belt in Judo.
In addition 10 his amazing
boxing career, Rosenblatt is a
committed Jew known for wearing a blue Star of David on his
boxing shorts. In fact, he is the
first Jewish middleweight champion since Solly Krieger in 1936.
So, why is a professional
boxer coming here to speak?
Rosenblatt is known for his engaging, motivational speeches
punctuated by video clips and
boxing demonstrations.
His presentation, however,
is not simply about his sport. He
focuses on ways of achieving success
through
unfaltering
determination as a method for
overcoming the obstacles that we
all encounter in our lives.
Hillel, along with help from
President Oden, Dean Omahan

HiII~1 Director Michael Cooper.
His fame as an athlete and Jewish public figure promises to offer a
unique perspective on the role of
faith in his profession.
Rosenblatt has received "rave reviews from other campuses such as
University of Massachusetts, Tufts
and 'other New York Colleges," said
an excited Cooper.
The organization has sponsored the
visits of many Jewish musicians,
authors and scholars including an
upcoming series of talkson women
in Judism and the Jewish community of Calculla.
Cooper hopes that Rosenblatt 's
youth and relatively similar educational background (he is currently
taking classes at University of Massachusetls) to Kenyon students will
WireServices make him an exciting and novel
speaker.
Jewish boxer Dana Rosenblatt,
Rosenblatt has also starred in
will speak Sunday on fairh and
com mercials and endorsements and
[he world of boxing. He is
has worked as a television and rareknowned for wearing a Star of
dio broadcast commentator. .
David on his boxing shorts.
Hillel encourages everyone,
boxing gurus and the boxing inept,
to allend what is sure to be an enand student lectureships, is spon,thusiasti-e
and
compelling
soring his visit. Rosenblatt's
lecture is "trying to make Hillel a appearance by the "Dangerous"
Dana Rosenblatt.
well-rounded
program,"
said

Fraternities
Clubs.

•

How many Kenyon students does it take to
change a light bulb?

"None, maintenance will do it."

-Came

Simon'02

"Urn, let me see. You've got a light
bulb, you've got a Kenyon student
changing the light bulb. Uh .•.one."
-Andrew Kilpatrick '03

"With delicious ARA food like this,
who needs lights?"

-Uam

Singer'03

Sororities

Student Groups

Earn $1-,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at

(888) 923-3238, or visit www.CampusfuDdrasier.com

"One to change the light bulb. One
to write an all-stu about it, four to
write pissed-off responses to it, and
then the vax gets taken away again."

-Rose Talbert '03

By Rachel Kessler
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Common Hour in Olin Auditorium. The professors will each lecture for about 10 minutes, and then
Relationships between men students will have the floor in orand women elate, destroy and der to voice concerns, raise quesdownright perplex most college
tions and openly converse with the
students of both sexes.
department and their fellow stuPerhaps an upcoming panel
dents.
presentation organized by AssoThis presentation is the secciate Professor of Sociology and ond ina series of four to six panel
Legal Studies Ric Sheffield, Asdiscussions announcing the indesociate Professor of Sociology
pendence of the Sociology departMarla Kohlman and Visiting Asment from the Anthropology desociate Professor of Sociology
partment. Many students may reJan Thomas entitled "Sociologimember the popular discussion on
cal Perspectives on Gender Vio- race relations that occurred last selence" can shed light on some of mester. All of these discussions are
these issues.
. meant to engage the community in
The discussion will take issues thai directly relate to their
place Thursday, Feb. 22 during
current experience.

BY JILL SAlMON
Senior staff Writer

Sheffield explained the reason behind the professors' choice
of gender as the second topic in
the series.
"The faculty chose this topic
because all three presenters teach
classes on sex, gender and women.
We asked students for input and
due to recentlragedies on campus
and a general curiosity concerning
relationships
between men and
women, we decided it would be a
worthwhile topic," said Sheffield.
He explained that sociology
addresses
current issues that
many students are wrestling with
as they leave home for the first
time and develop into mature
adults.
Therefore, the discipline is es-

TIlE KENYON CoLLEGIAN

pecially worthwhile for students
interested in discussing these'
questions and concerns with others. Sociology takes a more "holistic" approach, according to
Sheffield, which helps individuals Jo understand the economic,
cultural and psychological conditions that explain, endorse or excuse violence.
Gender violence has a "fluid
definition,"
and according to
Sheffield, can basically be defined
as "a set of behaviors or responses
to a behavior influenced by one's
gender---either of the perpetrator
.or victim."
Therefore, when a reader sees
an article heading of, "Hazing on
College Campus," one automati-

9

cally assumes that the perpetrators
and victims are males. The sociology of gender violence seeks to answer the question, why do we have
a set of assumptions that informs us
that the individuals are males?
It is important to question
these assumptions and provide a
structural explanation for these
beliefs in American society.
Sociology seeks to offer mu~
tiple perspectives in order to explain
observations and the department,
via panel discussion similar to the
upcoming one and its curriculum,
seeks to offer multiple possibilities
to study and discover the observations, questions and confusion that
each student brings to his or her own
social experience.

Rural life seminar takes course from Danville :first graders
nities for interaction," he said.
Donaldson, creator of the interview-based reading and writing
curriculum at Danville, feels that the
true purpose of the program has begun to take shape in her students.
"Interviewing provides the students with a goal," said Danville
Elementary teacher Cody Donaldson.
''They have a reason to learn rewrite
because the interview provides the
motivation. Insteadof me tellingthem
to write, the writing is within the
context of the process,"
said
Donaldson.
Students at Danville are very
excited to be working with Kenyon
students. "lleamed that you have to
be really careful when you're interviewing because you might break
the tape." said first grade student
Audrey 'Cooper. ''They help us write
by sounding out letters, "said student
Luke Goudy. Danville students enjoysother aspectsofthe interviewing
process as well.
"You get 10 write your interviewson the computer. Ilike itbetter

BYADAMSAPP
News Editor

BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
Features Editor
Chairman and co-founder of
the Black Panther Party Bobby
Seale will present" a lecture Tuesday, Feb.20asthe keynotespeaker
of the Black History Month celebration.
The Black Panther Party was
founded in 1%6 in order to safeguard against police brutality and
to provide support in societies and
later developed into a larger mililani revolutionary organization.
In an interview with CNN for
theirAugusll966 Cold war series,
Seale described the origins of the
party name by refering to his idea
of the nature of the black panther.
He said, " ... if you push that
black panther into a comer, he will
Iry10go left to get out of your way.
And if you keep him there, then
he's going to try to go right to get
out of your way. And if you keep
Oppressing him and pushing him
intothat comer, sooner or later that
panlher's going to come out ofthat
COmerterry to wipeout whoever's
Oppressing it in the comer ... Black
people[are being] pushed in the
corner, just like the panther!"
The position of the party, ecCOrdingtoSeale, was that ifthey were
not attacked,violence would not be-

A.hm Sop,

Seminar member Molly Sharp '01 and Danville first grade student Ariel
Lashley work together on math problems.
then," said student Max Metcalf.
The project, part of a 1arger
discussion on life in Knox County,
is being completed in conjunction
with 'Foodways,' the main project
being undertaken by the Rural Life
studies class. 'Foodways,' will examinetheroleoffoodanditsrollural,
economic and historic connection
to Knox County. The project will

culminate in a series of articles on
various topics ranging from recipes
and gardens to feed Knox County's
hungry people.
Donaldson, Sacksand students
in both classes have learned valuable lessons, but all will come away
from the project with a greatersense
that volunteering and small town
communities go hand-in-hand.

PlJT A LITTLE SPARK INTO ARi\l'vlARK

Decorate
your crab cake: Make it Mex
•
•

BY ANNEKA LENSSEN
Food Critic
Wrn:&rvices

Seale, who will speak Tuesday,
now defines himself as a
"revolutionary humanist."
ing used, but if approached with violence, they would respond in defence.
Seale was also charged in a coospintcy to incite riots Wring the 1968
Democralic National Convention and
in 1971 he was tried for the murderof
former member Alex Rackley, but the
trial ended in a hung jury.
Seale left the Panthers in 1974
and now is founder and director of
Reclaiming, Recycling and Reevolving Ecological Economic
Enviro-Empowerment Around and
About All peoples Active Creative
Cooperational Humanism(REAOI!)
and has published a number of books.
Seale's visit is sponsored by Activists
United.

For the Crabby Gounnet ...
Will the array of culinary
elights ever stop? New this
chool year, our land- locked.
midwestern
campus offers its
entle students crab cakes!
Like many mass-produced
items, these cakes require a bit of
isbelief suspension (perhaps I
hould volunteer to occasionally
pray whiffs of salt water in the
ervery air).
However, because I cannot
reasonably expect a few staff
members in the kitchen to catch,
lean, dry, shell, mix, form, pat
nd bread 1000 pounds of crab
meat, I ask that we please pardon
the suspiciously round. uniform
hape of each. The fact is, somelone found it in their hearts to
joccasionally offer 1,600 kids the

option of having crab for dinner.
I'm impressed.
I am not impressed, however, by the lack of crab cake
accoutrements.
Where are the
Asian dipping sauces, the old
bay seasoning, the fresh tomato
remoulade? (Contact me for the
recipe for that one.) Even a little
tartar sauce would be nice. The
solution to this stumbling block
is, of course, to make our own
gastronomic fun. And so, tonight
I present:

CRAB CAKE
QUESADILIAS
Note: This is a speedy, nonmicrowaved one. I want 10 see
crab cake quesadillas 'on the dining hall tray of every kid in
America!
To prepare: Ask for a crab
cake in the main line, then get in

the Pan Gees line and pick up a
Mexican Tomatillo and Corn
Salad (or approximate on your
own with some lettuce, tcmatoes, vinegar and salt).
Crumble the crab cake with
your fork and mix it in the salad.
Get one ofthose little mayonaisse
packets and squirt it on (please,
use only half of the cholesterolladen package).
Shake OA some cumin and a
few hot pepper flakes from the
spice rack. Find one of the upscale lemon wedges near the
water machine and spritz it on.
Spoon this mixture onto one
of those bagged, big, soft pita
breads and load it up with cheddar cheese.
Roll up and consume.
They're delicious (and even better after 30 seconds
in the
microwave,
promise. Try it,
you'll like ir.]

"
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PoetCD. Wright 'comes shining' to Kenyon
The Ohio Poetry Circuit brings the second acclaimed poet of the 2000-01 season to Kenyon Sunday
sponsoring Wright's

BY RACHEL KESSLER'
Staff Writer

reading.
Wright's
appearance
at
Kenyon is one of nine readings
she will present in her sevenday tour of Ohio colleges.
Associate Professor of English Jennifer C!arvoe, director
of the Ohio Poetry Circuit, described the tour as, "One of the
most challenging for writers,"

Acclaimed
poet CD.
Wright will be reading portions of her work Sunday at 8
p.m. in Peirce Lounge. The.
Ohio Poetry Circuit,
which
b.rolight poet Molly Brendal!
to campus last semester, is

because of the tight schedule.
Clarvoe added, "This poetry
circuit is really great because
it makes it possible for small
colleges around Ohio to bring
well-established
writers
to
their campuses."
Readers for the Ohio Poetry Circuit
are selected
through a ballot process involving the circuit's
member
'corteges and universities.
Each
of the nine schools nominates
two qualified
poets.
The
schools then elect the two winning poets and invite them to
appear on a reading tour of the
nine colleges
involved
Two
poets are chosen each year, one
for spring and one for fall.
Wright,
a native iof the
Ozark Mountains in Arkansas,
is currently the director of the
Brown University
graduate
program in creative writing.
Her nine collections of poetry to date include
lust

Whistle, Tremble, Translations
of the Gospel Back. into Tongue

a

D«pstep Come Shining, a book-length poem, is perhaps the moot well-known of
Wright's volumes. She is currently collaborating on a projectwirh Dorothea
Langue-Paul Taylor on the work One Big Self The Prisonerso!uJUuiAfUJ.

and
book-length
poem entitled Deepstep Come Shining,
published in 1998. In addition
to her poetry, Wright has publishcd literary maps of both her
home slate as well as Rhode
Island. These works serve as
literary histories
chronicling
the poetry and poets who came
from those states.
A number of organizations
have recognized Wright's literary accomplishments.
San
Francisco University presented
Wright the 1992 Poetry Center
Book Award for her poetry collection String Light, published

BSU gets ready to show off their talent

~.,

,

Group marks Black History Month with campus talent show
BY MEGAN RAFFERlY
Staff Writer
This Saturday,
Kenyon
students will- be showing off
what their special talents are
iii the hopes of winning some
cash and the adoration
of their
,
peers.
The Black
Student
Union 'will host its first annual
talent show Saturday at 8 p.m.
in Gund Commons Lounge. It
is sponsored
by BSU, Fun
Funds and Gund Funds. The
event is part of Black History
Month at Kenyon.
Risa Roberson
'04 and
"Camille McCaul '04, the firstyear representatives
of'BSU,
are the chairpersons
for the
talent show. "We had to come
up with an idea for an event,
and we thought that a talent
show would be a fun thing to
do, especially
since it hasn't
been done here in a while,"
Roberson said. "It's been a lot
of work and fun putting it all
together."
There are eight or nine
different acts lined up to cernpete for the prizes. Roberson

,

may be coming up on stage with
some of her friends,
but she
said, "I didn't want to be competing in my own show."
There is a good range of.
acts, including singers, spoken
verse and dancers. People have
been practicing
hard to give a
good performance.
The prize
they are competing for is cold,
hard cash. The winner will receive $75, second place $50 and
third place $25.
•
The judges for the talent
show will be Taya Brown '04,
Rich Dickinson
'02 and Katie
Lillie '01. LaDarius Curtis '03'
will be the hosl and emcee for
the evening.
The Black History Month
events have been going weir so
far. "We've had good amount of
participation at the events," said
McCaul. The events
have included movies, an exhibition of
the artwork of Emma Amos, the
Soul Food Cafe and a lecture on
the Black Reconstruction.
This
Tuesday, Activists United will
be sponsoring
Bobby Seale, a
co-founder of the Black Panther
Party.

IF¥ou Go
What: BSU Talent
Show
When: Saturday8i>.m.
Where: Gund Com
mons Lounge
Starting
on Wednesday,
BSU will be having a "mystery
movie" every night for eight
days, tc showcase "the Black
experience
through
film."
They will all be shown at 7
p.m. in Philomathesian
Hall,
except rhomystery movie on
Thursday, which will be shown
in Higley Auditorium.
Friday,
Feb. 23rd, Philander's Pub will .
be having "Spoken Word" with
poet Desmond
"Storm
E"
Jones and an open mic.
The BSU Talent Show is a
way "to add a little fun" to the
weekend
and "show Kenyon
what you can do."
"Come out and see your
friends and support BSU," said
Roberson.
"It'll be different."

It· ¥OU Go
,

in 1991. She has also been
awarded
the Witter Bynner
Prize for Poetry
from the
American Academy and Institute of Arts and Leiters, the
Whiting Writer's Award, and a
Lannan
Literary
Award.
Wright also won the Rhode
Island Governor's
Award for
the Arts.
Wright's
numerous
fellowships come from such organizalions as the Bunting Institute, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Whiting and the
Lila Wallace Foundation.
In
addition, Wright has received
two fellowships
from the National Endowment for the Arts.
As an impressive recognition

of Wright's
talents,
she 'Was
named State Poet of Rhode Island in 1994, a position
she
held for five years.
Professor
Clarvoe
described Wright as a "very experimental
writer."
Wright's
current project, a collaboration
with photographer
Deborah
Luster, illustrates
this unique
and experimental
aspect of her
writing
style.
Luster
and
Wright are working together at
a number -of prisons around
Louisiana.
One Big Self: The
Prisoners of Louisiana, recently
won the Dorothea
Langue-Paul Taylor Prize for a
work-in-progress
from Duke
University's
Center for Documentary Studies.
Copies of Wright's poetry
collections can be purchased in
the Kenyon Authors section the
Bookstore.
There
is no admission
charge to attend Wright's reading, which is open to the entire
campus.
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It's Alive! It's . • . KFS
BYVAlERlE TEMPLE
Film Critic
Young Frankenstein
Friday, 8 p.m.

Higley Auditorium
Director
Mel Brooks
showcases
his incredible
knack for comedy in this uproarious and brilliant spoof
parody of the old Frankenstein pictures of the 30s and
40s. Filmed
in gorgeous
black and white, the movie
follows the life of the grandson of the infamous Doctor
Victor Frankenstein
and his
transition from quiet obscurity to all out mad scientist.
Always hilarious
Gene
Wilder virtually becomes the
wild and crazy doctor who
has to deal with such typical
problems
as mistakes
with
the brain,
rioting
townspeople and explaining
it all
to his fiance, played by the
talented
Madeline
Kahn.
Vivid characterizations
given
by Peter Boyle as the monster with a penchant for softshoe tap, Teri Garr as the unequivocal
dumb .blond and
others make this one of the'
funniest and most quotable
movies of all time.
Duck Soup
Saturday, 8 p.m.

Higley Auditorium
The postage stamp-sized
country of Freedonia is in a financial mess and must depend
on the kindness and contributions of the incredibly wealthy
widow Mrs. Teasdale to survive. Of course her money.

doesn't come without a price of
its own: the current president
must be, replaced with the unorthodox and unruly Rufus T.
Firefly.
The Marx Brothers come to
the rescue in this, their most inspired piece of insanity. Originally a flop at the box office this
satiric masterpiece has gone on
to become a cinematic classic
and respected piece of work
to boot. It would definitely be
a crime to miss this sidesplitting farce that is guaranteed to
have one doubled
over in
laughter
by the end of the
night.

a

East of Eden
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.

,

•

Higley Auditorium
Elia Kazan makes movie
magtc
in this emotiona14y
overwhelming
and extremely
profound
adaptation
of the
John Steinbeck
novel about
two brothers'
rivalry for the
love of their father. Nominated
for four
Academy
Awards, this classic drama
features gorgeous cinematography and the triumphant debut of stee l y-e y ed legend
James Dean.
In the Salinas Valley, in
and around World War I, Dean
portrays a man that is ccnfinually frustrated
at every turn;
from his reaction to the war,
to how to become a success in
business and in life, to how to
relate to his estranged mother.
This beautiful film is a must
for anyone that wants to feel
literate,
cultured
or know
what it's like to be completely
satisfied by a movie.
.

..
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-MacLeod brings Children, Popular teens to life
"From some of the descriptions of the play, I myself
wouldn't go see it, because it
Kenyon prides itself on the sounds like this political diatribe." said MacLeod. "I want to
diversity of its faculty, especially
be clear that it's this sort of dark,
those who are able to add a particularly unique level of depth to sexy comedy, with a sort of
funhouse, bizarre set of charactheir field. One such faculty
ters .•. there's not people stand-'
member is Playwright-in-Resiing onsrage speechifying about
dence Wendy MacLeod.
women's
issues. It's more of a
Macleod came to Kenyon
wild
ride."
as a sabbatical replacement, and
She has directed two other
was subsequently offered a peroriginal
plays at Kenyon, Sin
manent tenure track position in
and
The
House
ofves. However,
1990when the lamesA. Michael
she
does
not
direct her own
Chair<W3S"established to fund a
shows
professionally,
leaving
playwright-in-residence
in the
that
work
to
a
another
director
drama department.
with whom she collaborates. The
A graduate of Kenyon's
two discuss the script and their
class of 1981, Macleod attended
ideas for its direction sometimes
class alongside Allison Janney,
before
the play is even finished.
successful graduate of the Drama
"He
would
normally do the first
program and st~u of television's
or
second
production,
and after
The Wesl Wing as well as other
that
it's
done
by
whomever,"
notable productions of stage and
said Macleod. "He doesn't exscreen. Her instructors included
clusively do my plays, but he
Professors of Drama Harlene
wants to do all the plays that I
Marley and Tom Turgeon, now
write. It's really nice to have that
her colleagues. For her senior
relationship because he knows
thesis, Macleod directed a prohow to do my work, he doesn't
duction of a play she wrote durhave to figure it out each time."
ing her junior year. She went on
The Warer Children origiafter Kenyon to pursue a degree
nally debuted
at New York
from the Yale School of Drama.
City's Playwright's Theatre in
MacLeod is currently directing a production of her play The 1997. The lead role was read by
Debra Messing, who now coWater Children in the Bolton
Theatre. The show opened last stars on NBC's popular sitcom
Will and Grace. "We wanted her
weekend, and the final perforto do the role, but at the time she
mances will be tomorrow and
was doing some television pilot.
Saturday at 8 p.m. She describes
Then, of course, 'some televiher work with the show as very
sion pilot' turned into a hugely
satisfying.
successful show."
"I am astonished at the level
As one might suspect of a
of professionalism
that can be
.achieved with student actors and suceessfulplaywright, MacLeod's
student crews. I feel this is a work at Kenyon isn't all that's
good production anywhere, not keeping
her busy. She has
just a good college production,"
worked with the WB television
said MacLeod. She described the network's show Popular as a
production as one that would
staff writer. Recently, she subappeal to audiences of all kinds.
mitted a pilot to CBS for a show

,

of her own, entitled
Ivory
Tower, which is set at a small
Midwesrem liberal arts college.
And'she is working with HBO
on their movie production of
her play SchooLgirl Figure.
MacLeod
described
her experiences
writing for
teleeision, "I've had two very
different experiences in television. On Popular, Iwas a staff
writer, which means you're an
employee
who ;s realizing
somebody
else's vision. So
when Istarted writing my own
pilot ... it was much more fulfilling because I could control
it." She added, "Writing for
Popular was very difficult because I'd disagree with the direction the show was going, but
it wasn't my place to disagree.
I had the feeling my talent was
bought and paid for. The trap
is that you're paid very well for
it, but 1like to feel like I'm generating my own material."
"I would say that in television plot outline is everything, it's all about story, and
you have to tell it very efficiently in a certain kind of
budget constraint. The theatre
is not as plot driven, it's more
language
driven,
image
driven, politically driven; it's
a much more intellectual medium. It's the writer's
medium, wheres television
is
largely created in the editing
room."
However,
MacLeod
doesn't downplay the potential of theatre as a performance environment.
"I conceive of a production as a whole, so the sound
design is as important to me
as the performances.
I feel
like we have all these elements
at our disposal
...
lights, sound, music, bodies

LanyHunill

Playwright-in-Residence Wendy Macleod, writer of TIN Waur ChilJrm.
in space and so I try to choreograph the whole event to tell a
story and be cool to look at."
For these reasons and others,
Macleod
says
that
playwriling is the field in which
she is happiest
right
now,
largely because of the freedom
duo. bJls in working on the stage
that results from the nature of
drams itself.
"Wendy was very open to
adding new dimensions the acto-rs suggested
in rehearsal
time," said Annie Weinheimer
'03, production stage manager
for The Water Children. "She
even revised the script to 'be
more current by changing a few
lines to reflect pop culture."

"'With the music, for example, I want it to be something my audience,
which is
predominantly students, would
respond to," said MacLeod. "A
lot of theatres cater to subscription audiences like ladies
with blue hair, and I don't
think it has to be that way. I
think tltat theatre can have the
sod of excitement of a hip-hop
club or something .•. it can be
an exciting theatre event for
people who are 20 or people
who are 60."
It seems very likely that
Macleod will continue to keep
this goal in mind as she continues to impress audiences
with work of many genres.

THf A If J{ RI vu w

Latest Bolton production sure to make your mouth water
in the commercial is supposed to
regret
her decision. Eventually
Theater Critic
Megan finds herself romantiI read The Water Children cally involved with Randall, the
for Drama 11-12 my freshman
head of the pro-life organization
year. [didn't like it very much.
played by Serge Burbank '02.
Nobody really did-it was borYou guessed it: Randall gets
ing. But a play comes to life
Megan pregnant.
Emotional
when it is put on its feet.
. struggle, dramatic conflict and
That said, before I saw the - hilarity ensue.
play on Saturday, having only
Megan is a difficult role for
read the script, I was already
any actress, and Drongowski
musing possible euphemisms
pulls it off well. As audience
for "bad." But as I sat in the
members, we're supposed
to
audience, watching the play's
identify with Megan, and that
dramatic action unfold, that
would be difficult if Drongowski
temptation dwindled.
didn't play the character with
The story follows Megan,
emotional vulnerability and conan actress in her thirties played
fusion, as well as some sort of
by Taryn Drongowski '01, who
moral resolve.
had an abortion when she was
Should you see the play?
16. The play begins when she
Yes. Here's why:
accepts a role in a pro-life tele1. It looks good. It's imporVision commercial. She is to tant for a play to look good. The
playa woman in her thirties
sets are subtle and the lighting
Who had an abortion when she
is crucially inconspicuous. The
was about 16. But the woman
scene changes run smoothly. It's

BY BRANT RUSSELL

a little distracting to see the actors wheeling couches on and
off stage between scenes, but
this can be easily avoided by
leafing through your program.Moreover, you're not sitting
there worrying if somebody's
going to forget their lines, you
feel you're in good hands.
2. It's politically charged,
morally
pertinent
and yet
whimsical. Thorn Guillou '03
plays Chance, the embodiment
of Megan's long-lost aborted
fetus. Yes, it sounds creepy, but
Guillou plays this role quite
well, and his and Megan's relationship becomes the most
rewarding to watch.
3. Wendy
MacLeod.
KCDC always tries to pull out
the star power for the winter
play. Last year, KCDC produced Shakespeare's
Othello,
featuring Professor of Drama
Tom Turgeon as lago and Assistant Professor
of Drama

If Y( n: Go
What: The Wfrter

Children
When: Friday, Saturday
8p,m,
Where: Bolton Theater
Jon Tazewell in the title role.
U's always weird when a playwright-In-residence
directs a
play: you think she sbould be
sitting under a tree somewhere
penning the next Pulitzer-winnero BUI since MacLeod wrote
the play, it's not that weird that
she directed it. And she directed
it well.
4. Jake Armstrong. He provides the cornie tension-reliever
tbe play so desperately
needs,
while simultaneously
advancing
Ihe' plot. An~ the whole time,
you just think he's a character
in the play like everybody else.

5. It's not easy to watch.
After intermission,
I found
myself not really wanting to
deaL with the second half of
the play. But I'm glad f stuck
around.
It's impossible
to
watch The Water Children
and not start thinking about
what they're talking about.
So if you don't like to think
about stuff, don't go.
6. The relationship
between Megan and Randall. As
each new twist of the plot is
uncovered, as the stakes are
raised,
as each proverbial
"trigger" produces each proverbial "heap," their relationship becomes more intense
and more proverbially interesting
to
watch.
And
wouldn't a right-wing moralist wear a condom?
7. The final scene in Japan. It's beautiful.
So go see the play. It's
worth it.

,
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BY CHRIS VAN NOSTRAND
Film Critic

".

Hannibal, the much-amicipated sequel 10 The Silence of the
Lambs, suffers from many defects,
not the least of which is that it will
remain forever connected to its far
superior original.
The uniqueness and force of the
first film established Hannibal
Lecter as a cinematic legend. Any
film involving the brilliant devil
automatically becomes part of a
franchise, as evidenced by the sequel bearing his name. As the independence ofthis character becomes
lost to studio reinvention and the
publicity machine, Ihe sequel becomes increasingly distanced from
the original. II's important to consider Hannibal independently rather
Ihan eternally linked to its predecessor. Either way, it's unequivocally
bad.
The movie begins with FBI
agent Clarice Starling, played by
Julianne Moore.being reassigned to
the Lcctcr case after bureaucratic
prejudice unduly results in her being blamed for a botched assignmenl. The remainder of the movie
thus anticipates her discovery of
Lecter, played by Sir Anthony
Hopkins, who has taken a vacation
in ltaJy following his run-ins with
the American criminal justice system.
The failures of Hannibal mul-

The movie posta: for Hmmibal features the image ofits terrifying tide c:har.aa:er.
cape. Moore, an increasingly re·
spected actress in Hollywood, depicts the endless internal conflicts
well,looking like she might implode

on screen at any moment from the
force of her self-doubt. Given the
rest of movie, it would not be a
stretch if she actually did.
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BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
Around the block lines, packed
clubs, pumping sound, and thousands of smiles can only mean one
thing: Trance is conquering
America. Long loved and embraced
by European club connoisseurs, the
wickedly catchy and energetic-mesic is gaining recognition and respect on this side of the pond as well.
\\brld-renowned DJs like Brits
Sasha and John Digweed and Paul
Oakenfold and German Paul 'van
Dyk can often be found spinning in
packed clubs of ecstatic American
trance enthusiasts. In fact, trance is
gaining so much popularity in
America that staunch techno purists
like
Richard
Hawrin, aka
Plastikman, has asked his fans to try
and help him stamp out the trance
explosion in America. Itappears that
this will be next to impossible
"However, while it is clear that
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Lawrence prov~ that America can go head-to-head with the cornpention.

tunes, simply punishing club
where one track ends and the next
bangers one after the other. There
one begins, as each track compliare no lofty ambitions about this
ments the track that came before it.
disc, no false pretense. Lawrence's
Sliding effortless into the 'fist pumpone simple mission is to make you
ing "Now Hear This," by Hear-O,
move a lot.
and the aptly titled 1\visted," by
The best DJs don't simply play
Twister-2,
United Stales of
music, they take you on a journey, - Trance is a seamless mix, from
lifting you up from meatal point A
track one to track 12, each one
and depositing you at a previously
equally -as punishing and as
unseen and unknown point B. Strap
twisted.
on your seatbelts friends, because
lawrence also proves that
lawrence is taking your mind to
~e can produce stunning tracks
places it has never been before.
rather than just spin them, as he
The disc starts out somewhat
drops his own "Cruise Control"
slow and chilled out, with a
into the mix, putting your mind
midtempo groove by Prizm & ,and body on automatic. Slowly,
Eclipse called "Genesis," The track
in the same way that he built the
is aptly titled because this is only . tempo up on the disc's first side,
the beginning of the ride-that
Lawrence slows things down a
Lawrence is about to take your mind
touch. Closing out the mix' is
on. Mixing effortlessly from "GenKodansha's "The Longer Now,"
esis" to the bass bumping thunder
a song_ that slowly builds down
of Silk's "AM-Pacific, "things don't
from its bouncy beginnings to a
start to get really twisted until track
more chilled out, slow groove,
three, Skynet UK's "Holdin' On."
which makes for a very nice way
Pumping bass and lush, well-placed
to end the mix.
sound effects draw you into the
Uniled SklJes of Trance is a suwhirling vortex. And that's only the
perb release from a truly gifted and
beginning of the track. AI about two
talented OJ, It is73minutesofwicked
minutes in, mesmerizing siren-like
trance insanity at its best Go on the
effects practically slap your head
ride with Lawrence, You will not be
from side to side;drawing you even
disappointed. Allow America's best
further into the blissed out groove.
OJ to groove you, to guide you, to
Then, the heat comes: the bass gets
take you on a journey. Ideally, the
best place to take this journey
pumped up, drums start barging
would be inside a club, with huntheir way through the track, and your
dredsof like-minded people. Howmind is in a completely different
place than it was only five minutes
ever, if this is not possible, do yourprevious.
self a favor: Pick up United States
The best DJs have such impecofT rance, get a couple fr-eads, turn
your stereo up real loud, and have
cable track selection and mixing
skills that often you cannot tell
a pumpin' dance party .

,
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SPORTS

Women's track fares well at Big Red Invitational
Gomez. "She ran a strong leg in the
1600 relay with a timeof64.8 which
Staff Reporter
helped to give the team a season
The Kenyon ladies Indoor PR."
Track learn stayed close to home
The surprise of the meet came
this week, taking the short drive
from Biddle. Already having run the
down to Denison for the Big Red 1500-meter, Biddle made the un-'
Invitational. The intense and lal- usual move of testing her mettle by
coted competition at Ib"isunscored undertaking the grueling 1500meet would provide a challenge
3OOO-meler double. Not originally
as the Ladies to continue to de- planning on running the 3000-meter,
velop and improve.
Gomez had to scramble to get
Led by senior Dana Mondo
Biddle into the race. "Sbe came up
'Il l and a gutsy performance by to me right before the 3000 and
Meg Biddle '03, many of the La- asked if she could run because she
dies achieved season best perforwas still mad about the 1500. I
mances at this meet. Mondo was
thought she was a bit crazy to race
the standout of the meet in the the 3000 after the 1500 especially
always competitive 15OO-meter after falling during it, but being
race. The impressive competition
crazy is the true mark of a distance
at the meet did not intimidate
runner. So I went over to the clerk
Mondo. Early In the race she es- and nearly had to bribe him just te
tablished herself in the lead pack.
let Megan in the 3000. But once in,
As the race neared its end,
she ran a really tough race, and it
Mondo's sprinter instinct came
being her first 3900·"
out as she dug deep, producing a .
Gomez's efforts to get Biddle
monster kick to earn fourth place
into the race paid off. Showing her
in a time of 5:08.21, beating her personal toughness Biddle used her
personal best by 10 seconds and distance base gained during the
just a second out of third place.
cross-country
season. to power
Sara Vyrostek '02 was among through the 3000. The crowd, surthe spectators blown-away by prised to see Biddle in a second disMondo's outstanding kick. "Dana ranee race was overwhelmed by her
ran a fantastic 1500 race. She had performance, a fifth place 11:14 that
a really strong finish, out-kicking ranked her in the top eight runners
seven of her opponents."
in the NCAC.
The effort earned Mondo teeBecky Chamberlin '02 was
ognition by Coach Duane Gomez among those awed by .the race.
as the track athlete of the week. "Meg Biddle fell in the 1500 and not
"Dana has knocked off 10 seconds only got up and ran, but afterwards
every time she has run, which is put herself in the 3000, putting out
quiteimpressiveandalwayshasan
a great time."
amazing kick. With some experiTeammate Katherine Kapo '02
ence in the race she could become
was also impressed with Biddle's
quite good at it." Biddle also had a races. "Meg bas to-be commended for
personal best in the 1500 despite
her 3lXX)·meter effort, stepping in at
falling during the race. Her effort the last minute and hanging tough with
of5:12 eamed her IOh place in the the top runners for a fourth place tinmeet. Erin Hayward '04 ran a 5:36 ish."
to finish 13th in the event.
First-year lady Laura Koss '04
u vn
Mondo came back to haunt
followed Biddle across the line with
her competition again, this time a timeofll:44, earningherfourteenth
in the 1600-meter relay event.
place in tbe event. Senior Captain
Along with her talented teamMolly Sharp ran with her usual gusto
mates Christy Jillson '03, Captain
crossing the line in 11:54 to finish in
Erica Neitz 'Oland Vyrostek the seventeenth place. Kapo noted how
team ran a season best time of teamwork between these two running
4:21.30. The effort earned them
ladies helped in theirsuccess. "Laura
fifth place, only 0.27 seconds out and Molly made a stroog showing in
of fourth.
their heal as well, pacing each other
Mondo's endurance in run- back and forth for the challenging 15·
ning the two tough events, and her lap race."
outstanding split in the relay
... Vyrostek had prnise for the dis-earned her more praise from
lance Ladies. "The Ladies also had a

BY ROB PASSMORE

Katherine Kapo '02, takes a tum around the trade last Sanudayar the Big Rbi Invire.
strong showing in the 3000 with
three very worthy competitors. Meg,
Molly, and Lauraall ran a great race,
leaving the competition in the dust
iothe loneesr race ofthe dav."
In the sprint events, the lightning Ladiescontinued to improve.
Neitz ran a personal best in the 55·
meter dash. In her preliminary
heat, she burst forth from the
blocks and crossed the line in 7.95
seconds to finish fifth in her heat
and advance to th~ finals. Neitz
used stiff competition in the finals
to best her earlier time, running a
7.90 to finish eighth in the event.
Gomez was pleased with the
perfonnance. "Neitz did well in the
550-meterbreaking8.0 forthe first
time. [This] places her in top 8 in
NCAC."
Kapo was also impressed with
the personal best perfonnance.
"Neitz looked great in the 55, flying out of the blocks in the pre.
lims to a season PRo Her agility,
speed and especially her tattoo
made her adangerousoppooent on
Saturday."
The challenging
55-meter
hurdles would provided Katie Lee
'04 with an impressive outing. At·
tacking the hurdles in her prelimtnary heat, Lee blazed down the
track to finish fifth with a 10.36.

Advancing to the finals, Lee, like
Neitz, used lhe strong competition
in the final to beat her earlier time,
finishing with a 10.29 seventh
place finish.
With two races already under
berbek, Leecontinued to work hard
for the ladies, entering in the 200meter dash. Her time of 31.13
would earned her 23rd place in one
of the largest events of the day. Joining lee in the 200-meter were
AnsleySooU'02andMaeveCorish
'04. Scott was explosive from the
blocks. Leading her heat through the
half-way mark, Scott entered the final straightaway in a four-way battle
to win the heat. Though she did not
pull out the win, Scott managed a
28.68 fora 16th place finish. Corish
rounded out the Ladies in the event
running a 32.28 for 26tb place.
Before their exploits in the
1600-meter relay, Vyrostek and
Jillson took on the competition in
the open 400-meter. Vyrostek, already shaping up to be a serious
competitor in the conference, took
on her heal of the 400 with contidence. Long, powerful strides put
Vyrostek in the lead after the first
lap, but the final stretch would not
be so kind to Vyrostek who fought
valiantlybutwasunabletoholdotI
her competition.
Her time of

1:05.65 and 11th place finish were
outstanding given the caliber of the
competition at the meet. Jillson followed Vyrostck finishing just 025
second behind her at 1:05.90 for a
15th place finish.
Kapo represented the Ladies in
the Boo.meler. Kapo had a fairly
conservative start to her race, running a consistent third place in a
pack behind the leaders for the first
two laps of the race. As she began
her third lap, Kapo opened up her
stride, moved to the outside of her
lane, and passed the leaders. From
that point on she never looked back
as sbecruised to easily win her heat
in 2:29.
...
Her time was worthy of an
eighth place finish overall and the
praiseofteammate Vyrostek. "Kapo
demolished the competition in her
heat of the BOO, and looked really
strong throughout the entire race,
finishing with a great time. I think
she'll continue to tear up the track
in this event."
Jenna Prayoonhong '04 and
Scott continue to lead the Ladies in
the field events. Prayoonhong con. )I.
tinues to consistently place well in
the poll vault. Her 8-6 vault earned
her fifth place in the event. Scott
placed fourth in the high jump ,..-ith
a 5-0 jump. Teammate Vyrostek
notes how Scott looks poised to improve. "Ansley continued to look
good in high jump. Just missing 5- I
2asshe grazed the bar with her leg,
she performed very well with a 5-0
finish. With her detennination, I
think we can expect some man.
strous jumps from Ansley in the
next couple of meets."
Lee proved ber versatility,
competing in three events in themeet. She jumped 28·9.5 to earn a
10th place finish.
Chamberlin noted the Ladies
continued development. "It seems ~\
that with every passing meet, the
ladies get stronger. Timesare dropping, and the optimism is high look.
ing forward to the outdoor season.
This weekend bad a lot of gutsy per.
fonnances. These women are an inspiration."
Gomez neatly sumed up the
n1eet's significance. "Overall, the
team continues to improve nicely
and that's what we're looking for."
The lJldies hope to continue
their improvement next Saturday,
again at Denison.

I
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Men's 200M dash record broken twice in one meet
BYERlN COOPER

Su£f Rq""'"
Last Saturday the Kenyon
Lords Track team returned-to
Denison University for Ihe Big
Red Invitational. The lords performed well, continuing to show
improvements despite battling
illness and injury.
Kenyon's 2oo-meter dash
. record of 24.81 seconds, set by
Mike Sripraslfrt '00 last year
was broken twice this meet.
First year sprinter
Milan
Perazich broke the record with
a ~ime of24.65, however, senior
Bill Ward ran 24.53. Perazich is

hopeful for the future: "at least
[Ward] is a senior, and Ican break
his record next year ... "
In the 55-meter dash, Marc
Marie '04 improved his time and
in his first 55·meter race, Ward
made it to the final heal. P.J.
Bumsted '04 continued to improve
bis time, running 2:02.81 in tbe
BOO-meter, placing ninth. Only a
freshman, Bumsted is sure to be·
come a dominating force before
bis career is over.
Rob Passmore '02, who has
been battling injury all season, ran
the 1500·meter run in four minutes
and 29 seconds.
Captain cary Snyder '02 sct:s

amazing talent in freshman distance runners. Freshman Andrew
Sisson had one of the best performances by any Lord on Saturday,
running the 3000-meter in 9:20
aud placing seventh. Although he
was placed in the second ~eat,he
ran exceptionally well.
"With continued hard work
in practice, he'll develop into one
of the toughest runners in the
conference over tbe remainder of
his career," commented Snyder.
The Lords brought home
two top five finishes in the 5000·
meter. Captain Vince Evener '01
finished
second,
running
a
15:49.29, and Ben Hildebrand

'03 came in fifth with a lime of
IS,S8.11.
The Leaping Lords fared
well on Saturday also. Captain
Ian Pitkin '01 jumped a season
high 19·7 in the pole vault, and
Freshman Marc Marie jumped 19
feet even.
Marie bas receuUy DOt been
jumping his best, but Captain
Ken McNish '01 said, "It was
good to see Marc be happy witb
his jump. He was frustrated be·
fore and getting a solid ·jump finally makes it easier to jump well
in the future."
Snyder is looking-forward to
the rest of his senior season and

Ihe advances the lords are bound
10 make. "Overall,tbis meet demonstrated Ihat the lords have be-, •
gun to improve as the season '
moves on. We did some things
very well and other things not so
well. If all of the pieces come tosether like Ihey can, this team bas·
the potential to place near the top
of the conference and I look forward to seeing how we can im·
prove over the remainder of the
season."
This Saturday, the Lords re .....
'\~
IUrn to Denison for the third lime
tbis season, surely to show their
bard work and dedication to gelting better.

,

BY JAY HELMER
Staff Reporter
There comes a point in
every season where a team
has its back against the wall,
and it should respond. For the
Kenyon
Men's basketball
team, that lime came last
week. The Lords could not do
this; they 10s1 10 both Denison
and Hiram in the last week, two
of the worst learns in the NCAC.
The Lords have now lost
four straight gamer; and seven
of their lasl eight, mopping
their overall record to 7-15.
The Lord's had perhaps
their best opportunity
10 reverse the triend of losing that
has become all too frequent in
the second semester.Had
the
games been in Tomisch Arena
Ihey might have had an easy
time, but both were on the
road, where the Lords arc just
2-9 this year, coming into the
week.
On Wednesday, the Lords
traveled
to Denison
to take
on the Big Red, in the only
meeting of the two teams this
year. Denison
buill up a 6
point
lead at halftime,
en
.
route
to ~ 76-68
victory.
Kenyon
lost despite
commendable
performances
by
captain forward Chad Plotke,
'02 (24 points, 11 rebounds,
-asteats) and swingman John
Campbell,
'03 (14 points).
Many factors contributed
to the loss. Interior defense
seemed
to be a pr o b l eru .
Both of Denison's
leading
scorers
were forwards,
and
the Kenyon
frontline
of
Plotke,
David Smydra,
'01

,

,

and Andy Flores '04 each registered four fouls.
The Lords visited Hiram
on Saturday, a team that they
had blown out of Gambier
with an 80-56 victory in their
first meeting, nearly a month
ago. But that was then and this
is now. The Lords are not the
same team they were a month
ago, or the same team on the
road that they are at home. II
showed. Kenyon lost 65-56 to
a team who was slated to be
watching,
not playing in, the
NCAC season ending tournament.
The phrase "team in turmoil"
gets thrown
around
much too often by sportswriters, And while the problems
that plague the Lords differ
from the pro teams the saying
usually describes,
in this case,
it is accurate. Much as they do
in many of their games, the
Lords' season started on fire,
and then they seem to have
eased up towards the end, and
started losing.
The only current four-year
verteran on the team, Smydra,
said, "we're not playing with
confidence.
and since we lack
confidence,
we lack that extra
bit of effort and intensity that
we need to win. it feels like
we're right on the verge between losing every game by
10 and winning every game by
10."
True, confidence
is an important factor lacking in the
second half of the season for
this Kenyon team; losing as
much as they have this calendar year doesn't breed confidence, but it may not be that

BY PHIL WYATT
staff Reporter
Two steps forward,
one
step back.
The Kenyon College Ladies' Basketball
Team (9-13,
5-10 in the NCAC) had their
two-game
winning
streak
snapped
this
week
by
Wittenberg (14-7, 8-5), 56-54,
in a close game at Tomsich
Arena. They then continued to
stumble on Saturday,
falling
to Earlham (14-9,10-5)
on the
road, 54-45.
Sarah Fox continued to be
a bright spot offensively
for
the Ladies, leading the way
with 17 points on 7-14 shooting against Wittenberg,
while
point guard Erin O'Neill and
post Cori Arnold both led the
team with six rebounds
a
piece. Lauren Camp added ten
points and five rebounds.
The Wittenberg game was
too close to call-until
the
end. Coach Helfant said that
there
were a "lot of lead
changes in the second half,"
hut that the Ladies'
simply
could not come up with a victory. "At the end of the game,
[we] had several opportunities to tie it up ... a couple of
[three-point
attempts]
that
would have won the game for
us."
Senior
Whitney
Meno
agreed that it was just a matter of finishing;
"We just
couldn't
finish it in the end:"
Coach Helfant added that she
could not fault the team, that
they
"gave
themselves
a
chance to win."
The game against Earlham

saw the return of the Ladies'
flare for coming on strong at
the beginning of games. They
opened up a good lead at batt.
time, according to Meno, but
watched
Earlham
literally
sprint away with the game
with about five or ten minutes
left. "They got a lot of trans],
tion lay ups and we weren't
getting
back,"
Meno said.
"That's their game."
The weekend came to an
endwith Kenyon reeling statistically from two conference
losses but still feeling confi,
dent going into the post-sea.
son. Kenyon heads into the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
tournament
next week. The winner of the
tournament
then advances to
compete in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA) Division III tournament.
When asked how she felt
about the team's chances in
the NCAC tournament,
Meno
responded,
"When
we're
playing our best we can beat
any of these teams [in OUf
league] ... I have high hopes."
Not only is the basketball
season drawing to a close, but
so are the careers of the seniors. "II's hard," Meno said
"Basketball
has been a big
deal for me, especially here at
_Kenyon because it's a special
team.
Our team's
really
close."
The Ladies compete
in
their last regular season game
on Wednesday at the College
of Wooster. The game begins,
at 7;30 p.m.

Women's Swimming: tops Denison last minute for crown

lin~

.Joerger

M~eline Courmcy-Brooks '02 and the rest of me Kenyon Ladies spent last
week preparing to face Denison and me rest of the NCAC.
v

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
the Ladies chance to take the
Conference.
Sophomore Annie
Racek swam as a non-scorer
and she swam all life time
bests. Diver Jessi Bellama, also
a non scorer, qualified for the
national meet in 3 meter diving.
The outstanding
performances don't stop there. According
to Atkins,
Sarah
Leone '01, after having a disappointing prelim swim in the
100 freestyle,
was forced to
swim in the consolation
heal.
Surprisingly,
she ended up
swimming the overall fastest
time in the meet, 52.70 seconds.
Beth Galloway '04 tied for
firstIn
the 100 freestyle and
Madeleine
Courtney-Brooks
'02 won the 200 fiy. The last
race of the meet was the 400
freestyle
relay with Leone,
Galloway,
and
CourtneyBrooks, which they won with
a faster time than thter time at
Nationals last year.
According
to Nicole
Watson '01 it was "the most

hard fought Conference
meet
that we have had in my four
years of Kenyon swimming."
Proving the emotional impact this meet had on the
swimmers,
Rowatt explained,
"the meet can't really be described,
it had to be experienced. "
Beth
Harrod
'01 attempted to describe the unforgettable
experience,
"There
are swimmers everywhere
and
cheers going on continually.
We really feel like a team at
meets like this. When someone has a good race, they are
immediately
greeted
with
hugs and pats on the back
when they return back to. our
section in the bleachers.
It's
the best feeling in the world
to know that your teammates
care."
Last of all this meet proved
to be an important learning experience.
Steen decided, "We
learned a greater amount of focus coming into the meet. But
most importantly,
we learned
that we can come back from a
rocky start, we can prevail

when the odds are against us.
We are not' an indestructible
team ... we were almost taken
down this weekend.
I think it
will be good for future Kenyon
swimming teams to look back
upon this Conference Championship and know that the tradition of winning at Kenyon is
a historical
phenomenon
and
nothing more. Each year the
door is wide open for someone
to step in. We can't expect that
just because we swim under the
name "Kenyon"
that things
turn out in our favor in the end.
Every year we have to reestablish ourselves as a successful
team. That was our struggle
this weekend, which we dcfi~
nitely accomplished
on the last
night. "
Coming up next for rbe
Ladies is the Case Western Reserve Invitational where swim·
mers will once again attempt 10
qualify for Nationals. This will
be a last chance opportunity Ior
those who have yet to qualify.
The Nationals team will be decided in the next couple of
weeks.
~
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Evener is Ohio COaches Association runner of the year
BY ROB PASSMOIlB
Sl2I£!lq>o""

these races aDd bip. finishes at
tbe .-.giooal qualifier and na-

Senior hist<tf)' major

tional championship secured

and Phi Beta Kappam:ember
Vince EVRer would aeem to
have it all, And then you

his victory in this ptestigious
aDd oompetilivo award:. Muc1t
of the award is based OJ! tbe
perfbClnance at the AJl.ohio
Championship: Tbls p[cIQier
meet ia<::lu~es 45 colloges and
universities in all diviaions of

hear abou.t his ~DDiJl8' :rbis

year, as co--captaia, he sot •
good example Jor his teanJ..
fie finished,fint at thAU-

Ohio Cbampiooshi~ fint
at the NCAC Champion ..

Bvener credits his team
and his coaching for his s\tC·
ceases. "I am personally honored ,to receive tbo award,
but I tbhik that it reflects
.mere "!lOa 'I;hb quality of our
team than UPQR myaelf. W.

~ -euuouful aa a t~ because we all puh each other,
.ever)' day: in practice and in

ships. 10tlt.at the N~

UtoNCAA.
com~tition, to do the best
Eveocr recalls I)is meet . we taIL"
and Itow his teamtnates helped
Evener t;tedit.
Coacb

rjreat La .... Reslo~ .. tiI<\
42ad al NCAA Not.lo!Ia1s>
Now Bvener has to"
ceived aD01ber hollQll; bejPi
named U10 2000 OhiO Col:-

bimlOw.ard his victory.
reDuane Oqmez. nam~d tbe
'member that I was Dol running
2000 Ohio Collegiate
at m)' best prior to tbat meet,
CountryCoaeI\H Association
.nllJ'l'fly in,tll, rae I '!'l," iJ10le ~~!
y~ Ill':
".'lI!;lI{liji
• !lOUt

Jegiatc CrGM Covatry
Coaches AssociatioD.; Male
Runner of tho Year. BvueT.becomes,;lbo first

-r

•10'

...
lor

Kanyorr

thisawatd. AIJa\1alJy aiv~
the award u;'YoRdqa b, 'tho

othtr~ae

.......

of JIle: clQsest

"To b.o able to wiD a raco

a.nd

c1_Y:-coltl
win. \he A11·0Itlo

Ohio.The»Oting'isbaodoa
individual perfomtaJlCU;et
the All-Ohio ChlUtlflitUi ...
ships, COAfmltCC: ,Obatnpj ..
onshipSy rqiona],Clualifie1s

10

.u~
'us

mOlt tlwJ merely talCfJf. Yuu
haw; to ~Iltin t'be work
ill._lice ",,4 bov•• good

NCI\j\.NatlQaa1s>
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Mep's Swimming:
once again claims
NCAC championship
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
un-shaved. This is an interest·
ing meet because it combines
thebest of both a team and an
individual meet. Winning this
meet (and thus having a few
strong individuals) will not be
enough. In order to succeed,
ill the truest manner, we will
have to have a complete ef·
forI.This requires the shaved
Swimmers to do what they
have to do (get cuts, swim
lifetime best times, etc.)
Whilethe unshaved swimmers
perform the best they can at
this given time."
\
Shaved or unshaved, the
follOWing swimmers raced
particularly we'll. Michael
Bonomo '01 successfully defended his conference title in
tbe 500 freestyle,
winning
with a time -of 4:36.87. Tom
RUshton '01 won the, 200 in-

Itt wbich tho

tll fitit five fU8.urs were all
wiJJli_ 10 seconds of eacb

tbt

cross-counlry eoaehpsjn

Ev ..... ~ ......

at COnfr .....

r,.cos ltt tb. biolory ot the

male ruDoer ~vef' to ,receive

aad

eross

year. "Vince is a great example to many of how a runner with average ability can
transform himself into ODeof
national caliber. He'a bad an
Incredible year, a dream
year."
Teammate and ce-ceplain Cary Snyder '02 echoes
Coach Gomez's praise. notiDg with awe Enner's
personal dedicalion. "Vince certaioly earned everyJbing be
accomplisbed tbiB season. He
gave JtiJ alJin workouts and
be had tbe confidenco and
strategy to rua a porfect race

dividual medley, touching the
pad in 1:53.82. Senior Lloyd
Baron retained his nomenclature of Fastest College Student
Alive, winning the 50 freestyle
for the second straight year in
21.08.
Brett
Holcomb
'01
claimed top honors in the 400
individual medley with a time
of 4:00.81. Jon Phillipsborn
'03 cruised to victory in the
290 freestyle in 1:43.08. Marc
Courtney-Brooks '01 won the
200 backstroke
in 1:51.22.
Daniel Kiepfer '02'crawled his
way to the podium after win·
ning the 200 breaststroke in
2,05.57.
The Lords haven't packe4 .
up their caps and goggles quite
yet. They'll try for a repeat
performance at tb~ Division III
National Championships
in
early March.

hend.ou your sboulderttla order ayt~ i'! OldlOltfluJl~Dd
b.vo~
~ce
tl> ton
front'llil> It'oAl.j'

Thinking back to his first encounter with Evener, Snyder is
left like most of the coaches in
the NCAC, scratching his bead
at the miraculous development of
Bvener as a runner. "I can still
remember the first time I mel
Vmce my fresbmen year. The
entlre Icam wenr on a distance
run together on the Kokosing
Gap Trail the first day of praclice. Near the eod of the TUn. a
pack of only a ~w runners was
in the front and Vince was one
of lhem.l had DO idea bow a guy
with that kind of wacky form
was able 10run so fasl. Although
be ran well that first day of prac~
lice, I didn't possibly believe he
would end up being a conference duunpion or be recognized
as the best collegiale Division
III runner in Ohio. Hel1. there
are still days in praetice when I
don't know bow he gets around
the [Benson] bowl or the track
as qu.ick as he does."
Evener', persistent hard
Work 1land a. an inspiratiop to
his teammateJJ, and with this
award be secures his birtb as
one of Kenyon'. greatest male

mnoel'S.

rge Wishington University

GW Surnmt,,- Sessions offen prograrm
from 70 dllferent areas at study with

Sessions start May 23 lII1d]uIy !l
• CoItmlion Sd1eeI '" Ar1s ... Sciences
• SchnoI '" 1lusiIiass ... NIIk ~
•_
SchnoI '" _
... HIImsn Dewelcpnenl
• SchnoI '" Eng'-ing ... Applied Sdenco
• Elliott. SChool of IItematkJnII Mairs
• SchnoI '" -...
... HelIIlh Sciences
.• Sd1eeI of _k HesIUl... HesIUl_

_I

• Law School

• caner fer

in the most points of tbe
semester.The Lords are now
8-15 overall and stand at
sixth in the North Coast
Athletic Conference.

Dewelcpnont

• OII-Caq1us Gr-.o FIupns
REGISTRATION

BEGINS

The

Lords Basketball Beats Oberlin 82-62.
Last nigbt, the Lords broke
their four game losing streak
by bealing the Yeoman of
Oberlin. The offense exploded for tbe Lords, pulting

ClIIer

500 (XJW1;l5 from May lO August

........... --.-.
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Men's.Women's swim teams win conference
BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN
Senior Staff Reporter

,,'

,

j
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The Lords
swim team
captured their fourth straight
NCAC conference
championship last weekend at the C. T.
Branin Natatorium in Canton,
Ohio with an awe-inspiring
performance
that put fans in
a frenzy.
The Lords steam rolled
opposing swimmers, scoring a
gaudy total of 1,623.5 points.
Second-place
Denison scored
just 1,392.5
points,
and no
other team cracked the fourfigure barrier.
Heedless
of the abnormally high chlorine level inside, the fans from Gambier
treated their squad to a prolonged standing ovation after
the final point tally was announced.
Lords assistant coach Peter Casares
said beforehand
that all swimmers would give
their best effort.
"The temptation
to look
beyond the conference meet is
always
there
and in some
ways
is positive,"
said
Casares. "I think that we have
prepared our swimmers to realize that this meet is a very
important
stepping stone for
some swimmers and is the end
for others. Those that are using this meet as a dry run for
NCAAs
realize
that while
there is another in five weeks,
they need to give everything
they have at this meet. Swimming is not a zero-sum game.
"lf they swim fast at conference,
this will only help
them swim fast at NCAAs.
For those that are attempting

to make cuts or will end their.
season with conference,
they
cannot and will not look past
this meet. They Will swim in
the present. Thus, while there
is a temptation
to look past
conference,
it will not be a
factor in our performance."
Speaking
via e-mail before the carnage, Casares was
reluctant
to single out individual Lords who figured to
shine.
"It would he hard to give
you name right now as we are
expecting
strong
performances
from
everyone,"
wrote Casares emphatically.
"Everyone.
in this meet has
something
to contribute,
whether
they are shaved or

see LORDS SWlMMING,page14

BYJEN JUDSON
Staff Reporter
Last weekend, the Kenyon
Ladies swim team just barely
outswam Denison to claim first
place at the NCAC conference
meet. The meet began on February 8th and finished the 11th
at Akron's Branin Natatorium
in Canton, Ohio. They competed against Allegheny, Ohio
Wesleyan, Berlin, Case Western Reserve and of course, the
Big Red, Denison.
Denison proved to be intense competition
for the first
two days. They held the first
place position and shook the
Ladies' swim team into a panic.
Fortunately,
the women were
able to use the pressure to their

advantage and pushed Denison
back on the last day and almost
at the last minute. In the final
events the Kenyon Ladies were
able to claim another conference win.
Captain Sarah Steen '01
admitted,
"'We got off to a
rocky start and had a lot of difficulty making up for it. We
were twenty
points
behind
Denison after the first night
and we were still behind after
the second night."
Zarri n-Taj Atkins '01 recalled dealing
with the dilemma at hand, "Everything
came down to the last _day. We
were somewhat
prepared
to
lose to Denison but none of us
wanted that to happen.
The
third day was crucial.
How-

Chrissie Cowan

Ashley Rowatt '03 prepares for the Conference meet lasrweek. The Ladies topped Denison and the rest of the
NCAC in the three day meet last weekend.

ever, this was a day full of
some of our best events.
We
thought it might have to come
to the last relay. but fortunately
everjscne
swam oul of their
minds on the final night and we
were in the lead by the lime the
400 freestyle
relay
came
around. Nobody wanted 10 lose
10 Denison a third time, especially not at a meet like Conferences."
With that in mind, an outstanding amount of Lady swimmers swam lifetime
bests,
qualified
for Nationals
and
helped to pull out ahead, just
in front of the Big Red. Kale
Holland got a lifetime best in
the 1650 freestyle and qualified
for Nationals.
She took third
place over all. She also swam
a lifetime best in the 200 back
preliminaries
and swam in the
400 back stroke immediately
after swimming the mile and
placed fourth behind three
other Kenyon swimmers.
The
other 400 back stroke swimmers were: Erica Carroll '01,
who came in first with a new
conference
record,
Abby
Brethauer
'02 in second and
Sarah Retrum '03 in third.
Jessica
D' Ardenne
'03
said, "I'd have to say that we
were all quite impressed with
Ashley Rowatt.
She got the
stomach flu on Saturday yet
she still did not let it stop her,
fever and all. On Sunday night,
she was seeded 8th in the 200
fly and she jumped the whole
way to Srd."
Not even the stomach flu
could keep the Lady swimmers
out of the pool, especially with
Denison as a definite threat to

see IADIESSWIMMING,page
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Last Sunday, the Kenyon.
lee Hockey team fell 9-3 10
the Baldwin-Wallace
Yellow
Jackets, after losing freshman
George
Herrity
and their
momentume
in the second period.
Playing
at Newark
Memoria l Rink, BW took control of the game early and
peppered
sophomore
goalie
To m E vans
wit h se v er a I
shots.
turn

Evans
was able to
e m aside
and the

th

rl Lords defense

helped out by
icing the puck and cr itica l
time
to slow
down
play.
However,4
minutes
and 39
seconds
in Kenyon
got
_ caught on a line change and
a BW forward
came in all
alone, faked an initial shot,
moved the puck across
the
goal mouth,
then slid the
puck past Evans.
Five
minutes
later,
Kenyon was again caught in
a line change,
but the BW
skater missed the net with his

remaining, the Yellow Jackets
had a two on one, but hit the
crossbar with their shot. The

couldn't
get a stick on it. Finally I JUSI pushed as hard as
I could
towards
the net

first period ended with the
reached with one hand on my
Lords trailing 1-0.
stick and chipped one in."
Kenyon
came out flat
BW wasted
no lime refooted in the second period as
t al iati n g as eight
seconds
a BW skater took control of
later, a Baldwin skater sent a
the puck in his zone, carried
wrist
shot from the right
the puck through the Kenyon
circle past Evans to make the
defense
like a hot knife
score 3-1. Afew minuleslater
through butter and flicked the
the situation
got even worse
pu ck t hro ugh Evans'
fi v e as one of Kenyon's best playhole . Two minutes
later
er s , Herrity was driven hard
Kenyon drew a penalty on a into the boards and suffered
hit from behind
and Bill
a twisted ankle, knocking him
Massie '01 was able to conout of action for the night.
vert on the ensuing
power
"I took a high elbow,"
play.
·.said Herrily. "I was knocked
George Hcrrity '04 took a back ana my feet went torslap shot from the blue line
ward until my weight was put
and Massie was able to reback on them and my body
cover the rebound and knock
weight piled onto the twisted
home the puck to cut thc Yelankle and I went down dou-.
low Jackc'ls lead in half.
bling my ankle and leg under
"I was in front of the net
my body."
and the puck was just sort of
Demoralized,
Kenyon
sitting there with an open net
kept fighting,
and were rebehind it," said Massic. "Two
warded
when player-coach
of their defensemen
were
Bill York recovered
the puck
hacking at me and driving me
down low, moved across the

past the flailing
goalie
to
once again bring the Lords
.
within one, 3-2. Despite the

skater
found himself
wide
open in front
of the goal
mouth and shot the puck past

goal, Kenyon soon felt the
loss of one of their top skaters.
"We lost our momentum
at that point," said sophomore
Rachel Johnson.
BW took advantage
and
scotedthreegoalsbeforethe
period
was over. The first
goal of the series was scored
with3:38
remaining asaYellow Jackel
skater
came in
alone and fired the puck past
Evan's glove hand.
With 1:56 remaining
in
the period a Baldwin skater
tookvt he puck the length of
the ice and put in top shelf.
24 seconds
later the Yellow
Jackets took advantage
of a
two on one to make the score
6-2.
The third
period
was
scoreless
for a while, ...
until
7:34 in, a shot from the point
was stuffed home to increase
Baldwin's
lead to 7-2. A
minute ten later, after Kenyon

a helpless Evans ..
Kenyon kept playing hard
and junior Evan Lips was reo
warded withagoalaf
the 3:25
mark. His fluttering
shot fel I
underneath
the crossbar
to
make the score 8-3.
The Yellow Jackets
got
one more tally as anolher
player was left open in front
ot the crease and was eble tv
stuff home the puck. Things
got rough in the last few minutes, and a fight nearly broke
out involving
junior Jeremy
Carlin.
Jesse Horowitz
'01 fe'll
the loss of George in the second period was the key f actor in the Lords Joss. "Everything was fine until George
went down. Shortly after that
we scored and then it was a II
downbill."
The Kenyon ice hoc k ey
team faces Denison, their b'rggest rival,
Sunday
at 830
:
p.m. in Newark

